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Microfilm
('enter
Dr. Elvis J. Stahr, president of
Margaret I. King
Library
Indiana University and a native Volume
L'niversity of
Thirty-four
Fulton, 42041, Fulton County, Kentucky Thursday, July
8, 1965
Kentuckian, has been selected to
Lexington, Rs-Keritucke
Number 27
join seven others as temporary
^.0
trustees for a new corporation proOn To Atlantic City
posed to manage a $290 million
atom smasher.
He is a former law school dean
Once upon a time there was a
prim, and proper maiden lady, who at the University of Kentucky. The
lived to be 75 and who had an ex- corporation will offer its services
citing love affair when she was 18. to the Atomic Energy Commission
The story goes that everyday of should Congress approve construcher life, whenever anybody would tion of the research center.
Installation of officers elected for
Delivery of a $77,900 check today by Raymond E.
listen, she'd talk about romance, He is the son of Mrs. Mary
the
coming year and an entertain- Hogue, County- Supervis
eourting and moonlight and roses Stahr of Hickman and the late
or at Clinton, to Stanley Grifing after-dinner speech by Gayle
with such avid knowledge her Judge Stahr.
Presiden
fin,
and
t
Director
of the Oak Hill Recreation
Gupton
of Nashville featured the
friends got to thinking she was
Dr. Stahr, whose distinguished
Lion's
Associati
Club
on,
ladies
Hickman
County,
night
was the final step in
held
releading a double life.
career in the field of higher learncently in the Terrace Room of the closing an association
soil
and
water
loan to this nonFinally after many, many years ing, as well as in national governPark Terrace.
of listening to the talk, a friend ment circles, has brought fame and
profit association by the Farmers Home Administration.
Dr. Bob Peterson was named
got up enough courage to ask about honor to his home county,
was
president of the club, succeeding
Work will be started immediateall that romantic talk when the appointed Secretary of the
Army
Jim Huffine. Joe Pat James of ly on construction of a nine-hole
real personality of the little old by the late President Kennedy.
Murray, past district governor, golf course, clubhouse, and swim- gomery, Treasurer; Robert Lee
lady appeared to be that of a doconducted
the installation cere- ming pool with bathhouse. The fa- Veatch,_ Vice President; Milton
gender. When questioned the prim
Muscovalley, Billy Benson, Howard
mony.
cility will be located on a 41-acre Bugg,
and proper maiden lady replied:
Henry Alexander, Robert W.
tract
of
land
just
north of Clinton Brown, W. L. Burgess, Ray SamOther officers named were Ken"Oh, it just happened once. I just
neth Crews, first vice president; on U. S. Highway 51.
like to talk about it!"
uels and L. A. Schwartz. Assisting
Dr. Shelton Owens, second vice
in the loan closing were C. F.
There
now
are
members
100
in
president; James Butts, third vice
And that's the way it is with me
Weber, Chief, Operating Loans, and
president; Guy Fry, secretary- the association, all of which are Martin L. Williams, Real Estate
and my recent campaign. I just
residents of Hickman County. In
treasurer;
Bobby
Scates, tail twistlike to talk about
Loan Officer, from the state office
I certainly
er; and Raymond Adams, lion tam- addition to Griffin, other directors of the Farmers Home Administramade no compels* promises, but
of
the
association
are
James
H.
er.
I certainly made !Any, many wontion.
Swimming
Elected to the board of directors Phillips, Secretary; Ethel Montderful new friends and strengthen- the Willow classes will begin at
Plunge
Pool
for a two-year term were Win WhitMonday
Recent loan authorities of the
ed, if possible, the strong ties of and
additional classes are scheCLASS REUNION
nel and John Sullivan. Other board
FHA make it possible to extend
friendships I had before the cam- duled to
start July 26 and August
members are the Rev. John Platt
paign. I sharpened the wits of a 9.
The Fulton High School Class of loans up ot 40 years for such reRegistration is still open for only
and Dr. C. H. Myers, who are servfew enemies, too, so that makes the latter
will have its first reunion Sat- creation associations where there
1943
courses.
ing the second year of their term,
everybody happy.
and Huffine, the immediate past urday at the Park Terrace. Plan- is a shift in land use and the faThe classes starting Monday are
ned are a coffee at 3 for the class cility will primarily serve either by
president.
for beginners and advanced beginNow let's take for instance the ners.
members and a banquet at 7 for direct use or through economic
Intermediate classes and a
them, their husbands and wives, benefits, farmers or other rural
Banana Festival. Had I been elect- second
series
of
beginning classes
ed I know for sure I would not will
and their teachers.
residents.
start
That'sthe hope of all Fulton as Jane Edwards leaves
have been able to give the time and opening July 26 vtith registration
Saturday. A senior lifesavdevotion to this year's program that ing course
and a second class in for Louisville next week-end to compete in the finals
I needed to, as president. Now,
Junior lifesaving will be held be- for the Miss Kentucky contest. Jane will be representing
when the deadlines of the News ginning
and the News-Shopper are out of be open August 9; registration will the Fulton Junior Chamber of COM1216TCO in the compeuntil August 1.
the way, I delve head long into
tition.She will compete with the other beauties and will
Anyone
signing up for instruction
Banana Festival work with such
the judges a run for their money when she comgive
must
have
an
individual memberenthusiasm I get completely carried
petes in the talent section playing organ selections, in
away with it a/l. If I should call ship in the pool corporation.
which category she is second to none. Good luck. Jane. Oden Fowler of South Fulton was
any of you board members in the
elected Monday by the Obion Counmiddle of the night to "kick
When tragedy strikes the railroad all Fulton shares
ty Quarterly Court to fill the unexaround" an idea or two, please
sadness.
the
The camaraderie that exists among the
pired term of Clarence Roberts on
bear with me. But that admonition
railroadi
the
County
fraternity is unmatched in the annals of
ng
School Board. Roberts
doesn't appear necessary, because
has
resigned
for
reasons
of
health.
friendshi
p.
Last
whatever board member I'm talkSaturday, a freight train collided with
Four years of his term remain.
ing with gets even more excited
Illinois Central's crack passenger train, the Panama
the
In
other
school action, the Quarthan I do.
terly Court approved a school bud- Limited. The impact took the life of the Panama's conJuly LS, there
ere will be dale, president of the Fulton Coun- get of $1,360,000
for the fiscal year ductor, ending a long-time and devoted friendship he
And so is everybody else, in the
a
classes held at ty Medical Society. The other les- which began
July
1. The funds are had with the conductor of the freight
twin ekes and out of them. Last The seem' annual Hickman thn
'County Health Depart- sons will be taught by the health available
train that had pullfrom federal, state, and
week, with a dee* other activities Horse agar
by WartaThe days has ban °Wits WVPIRMOValand lecal sources, according to Supt. ed onto a aide track to let the passenger train through.
• Ikriehodsle we tad more'than nee JUnier
tlellameree,
`the County ikerd of the ostritionist,• Wrs, Maria J. C. D. Parr.
a quorum at a hoard meeting; In will be held Jelfj1 it 7:30 p. m.
J.
81011es
and by the legal Ilistical Watts.
The Quarterly Court also re- lived at Fulton
fact there were only three ab- at the Fulton Coy High School Seelig,. There will be six weekly
Memento
and
in
,in the Limited were Shaken up but
Any person who is a diabetic or elected Sam Cutler to a fall seven
sences; their easedttments were football field on Highway k east. meetings of about one and ane-half
connection with his job as maw- were not seriously
injured.
who
has
family
a
member
year
who
term
is
on
the school board, remade long adore. The next day the
The 13 classes of the show con- bows each.
a diabetic is invited to attend. A named Hayden Ambits of Rives to tor, suffered a severly crushed leg, The accident happened while a
phones were bussing to find out sist of the pony glass, western
Some of the subjects for the permission slip, signed by the phy- the %ion County General Hospital internal chest injuries and facial
123-car freight train, also bound for
what happened and how.we're get- class, pleasure class, two-year-old meetings will
be: "Living With sician, will be required of class Board of Governors for a seven- gashes and lived only an hour. He
New Orleans from Chicago, pulled
ting slang.
died in a Dyersburg hospital.
walking class, three-gaited open Diabetes," "Methods of Control," members who are diabetics.
Per- year term, and reappointed Mrs.
class, juvenile, line walking class, "Testing and Preventing at InThe other victim in the crash of onto a side track to let the passenNearly everybody aresuid here is fine harness open class, junior fections," Eating for Good Health," mission slips will be available at Farris Vaden and Mrs. Jack Dre- the Panama Limited (Chicago to ger train through.
the office of each physician or at rup of Union City to three-year
busy as can be, but I think that walking class, five-gaited class, and "Planning Good Meals
The freight had pulled onto the
and the health department.
terms on the County Library Board. New Orleans) and a freight train
Mayor Gilbert DeMyer and Mayor open walking class and roadster- Snacks." The instructor for
was 64-year-old 0. W. Sutton, por- spur but the front end extended
the
Interested
persons
are
asked
to
Rex Ruddle are called upon just to-bike class.
ter who lived in Chicago.
onto the main track. It was to have
first lesson will be Dr. John Rags- call the Fulton Health office
about more'n anybody for evening
We Need industrial Park
Several of the 200 passengers on backed up after the passenger train
meetings. Yet, both of them were
had cleared the entrance to the
at the Festival meeting offering
spur, thus letting the Limited protheir every assistance to the Fesceed.
tival planning . • . even a generous
However, the freight backed onto
appropriation from the city treasthe main track before the passenuries. I had previously talked with
ger train had cleared, ramming
both City Managers Rollin Shaw
Into the Limited's rear section. Sutand Henry Dunn, Jr. about a pubton was trapped in one of the cars
lic relations appropriation for the
and died instantly.
Festival and they said it was a
good idea but needed official apEdwards, who was born and
If you like to sing and hear it At the gate, tickets are $1.50 for
proval.
reared in Fulton, was standing
too, there's a real treat in store for adults and 75 cents for children.
In bringing this up at the meetyou this Friday night when the Tickets may be purchased from with a flagman in the Limited's
ing both Mayors quickly admitted
Civitan Club stages a marathon any member of the Civitan Club or observation car.
they thought the Festival was the
singing program at the South Ful- Mrs. Ruth Moss in South Fulton.
His leg was crushed as the freight
ton Athletic Field. The program
greatest single contribution our
Newly-elected officers of the Club rammed into the observation car
joint communities could make tostarts at 8:00 p. m., but don't both- were installed at a meeting held at where the two were standing"—
er about punctuality, because the a Reelfoot Lake restaurant last Sutton reportedly was
ward "togetherness" and said the
in the next
appropriation would be forthcomevent goes on all night long, so the week.
car.
ing. Good old John Reeks came in
news releases report. And nothing Civitan members, their wives,
Edwards was recently married to
the office Wednesday and said the
is going to stop the "singing and guests attended.
South Fulton check was on its
spree," because if it rains, the pro- Tom Kelly was presented with a a resident of Memphis. His first
way. I know the Fulton check is
gram will be held in the South Ful- miniature "golden rule" in recogni- wife died some time ago.
The caboose and five cars of the
too.
tion of his having been named Valton gym.
freight train were derailed. The
The Gospel Singing Jubilees of ley District Governor.
Next time you see Mayors DeKelly then installed the following caboose was demolished. The obtelevision will be here for the singMyer and Ruddle and Commissionservation car of the Limited was
ing. The group includes the Florida officers for the coming year:
ers Bill Scott, W. P. Burnette,
President, H. C. Sams; vice badly damaged.
Boys, Dixie Echoes and Happy
Charles Robert Bennett, Ward
A Fulton railroad crew deadpresident, John Jackson; secretGoodman Family. Johnson, John Reeks and Harry
Mrs. Vestal Goodman recently tary, Tommy Wade; treasurer, heading to Memphis was riding in
Allison be sure to tell them you
was crowned Mrs. Gavel Singer Floyd Martin; sergeant-at-arms, that observation car. None was in
think they're the "toppest bananas Genealogitts may differ on the number ef family connections present when ,the prominent and
pioneer of America. The Goodman family John Bradley.
jured. Among the group were Wilof all."
members of the Fields family gathered for • family reunion recently. Shown her. with other
After a brief acceptance speech, son Sons, an engineer, and Jim
kinfolks are: recently completed a two-week tour
Charles Reams, his daughter Peggy, J. O. Lewis, Mrs. Lowie thatting wit h(seated) Edwin Cooke
Sams presented Neely with a past Faulkner, a conductor.
Rice and in Canada.
Rn I short time a general outAdvance tickets are $1.25 for president's pin and Kelly with a
Clyde Batts of Fulton was conline of the program will be pub- Mrs. Edwin Cooks (Clara Fields) Rice.
adults and 50 cents for children. governor's pin.
ductor on the freight train. The
lished when it is approved by the
flagman wig Russell Singleton of
full board. While we are trying
Memphis, formerly of Fulton. Jimdesperately to get outside financmy Ezell of Memphis was the engiing, I think everybody around town
neer.
wants tq feel a real part of the
Funeral services for Mr. Edwards
Festival by helping with the financing too. When you are called upon, "Reynard the Fox," an animal
"The all-animal cast in 'Rey- dore the Marmot and the Hunting a uniqueness which will be carried kg the older members of the were held at 4 p. m. Tuesday at
Whitnel Funeral Home in Fulton.
don't ask for a selling job .. . Our fable dating bark to medieval ages, nard—as in the animal tales we Dog Dancers.
out in the stage preparation of audience with a script of humor The Rev. Denzel Dukes officiated,
Banana Festival is an undertaking has been dressed up in colorful, read our children—will entertain
simplicity
and
characters.
"Reynard's
acting
and
the
of
"
Orlin and Irene Corey, one of the
assisted by the Rev. Ed Crump.
that hundreds of communities modern and imaginative makeup and inform as they portray the
"Reynard" and "Job" were pre- highest standard."
Burial was in Greenlee Cemetery.
everywhere would pay thousands and scenery, and will be presented shortcomings of man as well as his most imaginative artistic combinaThe Sunday Times at Johannesof dollars to buy . . • show your this season in the amphitheatre at desires, his goals, and his some- tions in the American theatre will sented in alternate productions last burg added that children — "... Masonic rites were held at the
be
in
charge
winter
South
Afriduring
a
the
of
and
fall
Kenlake
prograve,
pride in your community by con- Kenlake State Park near Hardin. times ridiculous way of obtaining
duction of "Reynard," Bell said. can tour. Review raves in the will laugh your little heads te—
tributing when you are called upob.
Mr. Edwards was a member of
Robert D. Bell, State parks com- these," Bell said.
They are the couple who combined African press about "Reynard" as we might have done when we
missioner, said the play joined
The commissioner noted that all their talents to produce "The Book prompted Parks Commissioner were very young. Fellow kids, don't First Baptist Church in Fulton and
the Masonic Lodge there, was a
Kentucky's lineup of outdoor the members of the cast of "Rey- of Job," which begins its seventh Bell to choose it for presentation miss it."
dramas on July 1 and be presented nard" will be adding to the au- season June 26 at Pine Mountain this year at the scenic lakeside
Mrs. Preston Slusher, Pineville, graduate of Fulton High School. He
,had been with the IC for many
who has assisted her husband
at 8:30 nightly except Sunday, thenticity and effectiveness of the State Park near Pineville.
amphitheatre at Kenlake.
through August 31, during the 1965 Kenlake production by studying
the "Job" prOduction at Pine years.
Director Orlin Corey is chairman
The Cape Town (South Africa) Mountain, where he is
SellSOW
general Be is survived by his wife, Mrs.
the characters they represent in the of the Speech and Drama Depart- Argus reported that "Reynard"
is manager, will herself
Opening before a large audience play at the world-famous Cincin- ment at Centenary College, Shreveserve
as gen- Mary Pauline,Edwaadsr NU daugh"an animal fantasy which provides eral manager
'Mr. and 'Mrs. Jesse Hicks will last Thursday the play is destined nati Zoo.
ters, Mrs. Larry IOWA if Knox"Reynard"
the
of
port,
La.
Irene Corey designs the quite the most exciting evening of
celebrate their 50th wedding aunt- to become a "must" for children
ville and Mrs. Don 41110rs of Memshow at 'Unlike.
In addition to Reynard, the play's costumes, makeup and scenery. It delicious escapism seen
in a long
veraary July 13 at their home in to see, with the adults accompany- list
In addition to "Reynard the Fox" phis; a etep-danelleillr, Kiss Paula
of characters includes Tiece- was her imaginative ideas in time . . . an enchanting fantasy
the Beelerton community.
and "The Book of Job," three other Ward of Memphis; a. Aster, Mrs.
ing them enjoying this animal fan- lin the Crow, Brun the Bear, makeup and costume which rewith humor . . . aimed at keeping
irrtends are invited to open house tasy that has all the characteristics
in the
e Wolf, Epinard the sulted in the stained-glass window the children occupied with move- outdoor productions will be staged Jack Burton of Fulton.. a halfbrother, Basil, and three grandchilfrOrn 2 to S p. m.
of real human behaviour.
the Lion, Len- effect of the characters in "Job"— ment and sight gags, while pacifyMentioned on page siren
dren.
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Dr.Peterson
Installed New
Lion's President

Hickman County Receives
$77,900 For Golf Course

Fowler Is Chosen
To Fill Vacancy
On School Board

Tragedy Hits Railroad,
All Fulton Shares Grief

Swimming Classes
To Begin Monday;
More Are Planned

Annual Horse
Show Tonight
At Hickman

County Health Center To Sponsor
Instruction Classes For Diabefics

=r,
o

emi-orki.,

All-Night Singing Spree
High Note Of Civitans

"Reynard The Fox," Opened Al Kenlake Amphitheater July 1

Fulton Couple Will
Observe Anniversary

LileXpine,

To Meet State's Expansion And Development
Kentucky's Proposed Bond Issue Necessary
Within recent weeks and months,
iCentuckians have heard and read a
lot concerning the necessity for approving a $176 million dollar bond issue, which will be placed on the ballot in the November election this year.
Hardly a week goes by that some
state-wide organization does not go on
record as supporting the issue and
urging its passage by the electorate
this Fall.
The Farm Bureau, the Kentucky Chamber of Commerce.
the Universities of Kentucky and
Louisville. the Council for Public
Higher Education, The Citizens
Committee for Higher Education.
the Murray State College Board
of Trustees, the Junior Chamber
of Commerce, the Kentucky Restaurant Owners Association, the
Kentucky RECC, Rotary Clubs.
Chambers of Commerce and a
score of other influential and
prestigious groups have endorsed
the measure in their executive
sessions.
This is all well and good! There
is no doubt that the top-ranking leaders of these organizations and institutions are progressive individuals,
well versed in the knowledge that
when the economy demands expansion and growth, additional financing
is the business-like approach to achieve that expansion and growth.
Big business gets bigger by following
this pattern and small businesses
get larger by the same logic.
The fate of the proposed bond
Issue rests not with the business.
civic and educational leaders, but
with the thousands upon thousands of voters who must pass on
the issue, who generally are
not yet aware that passage of the
measure is a way to AVOID
NEW TAXES. rather than to
create new ones.
This may be one editor's opinion,
but we don't think that the general
public is aware that UNLESS THIS
BOND ISSUE IS PASSED, NEW
TAXES ARE BOUND TO FOLLOW,
SIMPLY BECAUSE KENTUCKY IS
GROWING AND IN ORDER TO
MEET THE DEMANDS OF GROWTH WE MUST SECURE THE NECESSARY FINANCING TO BRING
ABOUT THAT EXPANSION.
In a recent issue, the Kentucky
Farm Bureau News, reported to its
members the fact that Kentucky's
proposed bond issue totals $176 million dollars, yet that amount will
bring nearly ONE BILLION DOLLARS IN MATCHING FEDERAL
MONEY TO THE STATE. We take
the liberty of quoting that portion of
the KFBN story that proves this
point.
Commenting on his organization's decision to favor passage of the
bond referendum, Kentucky Farm
Bureau President Jack Welch said,
"Although Kentucky's bonded indebtedness is high, we think it is necessary
for this additional bond issue to pass
if the state is to progress. We are assured by Governor Breathitt and by
other high officials in state government that the proposal is sound. Surely, no one can question the need for
additional services the money would
provide. We hope that every Kentuckian will give this matter careful
THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS
R. PAUL and JOHANNA M. WESTPHELING
Eaters and Publishers
Published livery Thursday et The Year
A member of the Kentucky Press Association
Second - class postage paid at MP Commercial
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STRICTLY BUSINESS

by McFsatters-

consideration between now and November."
Financing of the Interstate System will be finished in five years. The
Appalachian program is for a fiveyear period. Under the Interstate and
Appalachian programs, it has been estimated by the Department of Highways that Kentucky can receive
$573,000,00d in federal funds during
the period of fiscal years 1065-66
through 1969-70, if state matching
money is made available through
passage of the bond issue.
If the bond issue should not be
approved, it is likely that changes
would be made in the state's tax program to provide the necessary funds.
For example, it has been suggested
by the Department of Highways that
the rural road programs (rural secondary and rural highway,) which
cost about $32,000,000 a year, could
be abolished. The Department has
observed that another alternative
would be to increase the gasoline tax.
With the road fund receiving approximately $10,000,000 annually for each
cent of gasoline tax, the tax could be
increased four cents per gallon to
raise the necessary amount needed to
match the federal aid. Another possibility that's been mentioned is an increase in motor vehicle license fees.
To use the above mentioned money
would require an act of the Legislature.
Bonds for capital construction,
totaling 37 million dollars, would go
toward financing the following .projects:
Kentucky Industries for the
Blind
$ 550,000
School for the Deaf

425,000

School for the Blind

425,000

Dept. of Education for
vocational schools __
Dept. of Libraries
University of Kentucky
Eastern Kentucky State
College

3,440,000
645,000
_ 5,783,000
1,880,000

Kentucky State College _

1,461,000

Morehead State College

1,630,000

Western Kentucky State
College

1,830,000

Univ. of Louisville, Medical
& Dental Complex
_ 3,000,000
Dept. of Mental Health for mental
health facilities
2,500,000
Tuberculosis Hospital Commission
for Hazelwood TB Hospital
renovation
250,000
Dept. of Child Welfare for child
welfare facilities
450,000
Dept. of Health for county
health centers
400,000
Health Services Building
addition
600,000
Dept. of Corrections
2,900,000
Dept. of Agriculture for animal
disease diagnostic laboratory 700,000
State Fair Board and Murray State
College for livestock sales
and exhibition facilities
200,000
Dept. of Conservation for
small lakes
1,000,000
Dept. of Conservation for
forestry facilities
100,000
Dept. of Parks
4,500,000
Dept. of Aeronautics for
airport facilities _ _ _ _ _ _ 505,000
Dept. of Public Safety for state
police barracks
_ 300,000
Murray State College
1,476,000
TOTAL

$37,000,000

SPEECH VERSUS SILENCE
Let thy speech be better than
silence, or be silent.
—Dionysius the Elder
Few men have ever repented of
silence.
— Patrick Henry

thud as I **mkt — tired sap:"

ous speech, no less genuine than
Lowell's New England dialect. A
scholar in history and, therefore,
learned in the waves of migration
that settled southern Indiana, Eggleston loved to register, conscientiously, the language as he heard
it, with no apology for its rudeness
or lack of polish.
His study of Indiana dialect was
merely a part of his whole grasp
of the history of the early Middle
West, He sensed how language is
to be considered when we are to
know a people; documents are always necessary, even the most
abstruse; but no very good historian ever stops with written records, especially formal ones. People of an sorts are behind the most
casual statement of some historic
fact. Eggleston recognized the difference between the speech of the
pioneers in Indiana and that of
Tidewater Virginia and of New
England.
Here was, from the earliest
frontier days, a new group of
speakers, a melting pot of cultures
that has been too often ignored or
played down rather than up. ScotchIrish and Pennsylvania Germans,
with French Huguenots in smaller

numbers ,and a fair mixture of
immigrants from nearly everywhere from North Carolina northward, poured into the newer lands
north of the Ohio River and somehow evolved a type of speech that
differed then and still differ-1i from
that of any other region.
Fortunately, Eggleston, in reissuing his THE HOOSIER
SOHOOLMASFER after it had astonished him and everybody else
with its wide popularity among
people of all degrees of culture,
wrote, with plenty of learning,
about the speech of his area, one of
the best essays on regional speech
we have ever had.
It and Lowell's introduction to a
later edition of THE BIGLOW
PAPERS constitute two excellent
starting places for earnest scholars
of regional speech. When they
wrote dialect, they tried to make
It true in every way to the areas
they knew best.
RILAX I
Go relaxed on your vacation this
year! To help make sure that it's
worry-free, get a health check-up
Including a Tuberculin test or a
chest X-ray before you go.

•

LET'S LOOK
IT OVER

CALLING
LONG DISTANCE?

By Gov.Edward T.Breathitt

Frankfort—
Kentucky's formal bid to provide
the site for the Federal Government's new $200-million National
Accelerator Laboratory is now in
the hands of the Atomic Energy
Commission.
The State had until July 1 to
submit its proposal. Spindletop Research prepared Kentucky's proposal and listed 10 possible sites
but recommended as best a 10,500acre area centered at Clintonville,
Bourbon County, about eight miles
east of Lexington.
Little more can be done now regarding the formal bid but I do
believe that all the state can still
help by continually advocating selection of a Kentucky site until decisive, favorable action by the
AEC. We are competing with n
other states for the laboratory.
Kentucky has so much to gain
and, conversely, too much to lose,
by not carrying ,our campaign to
what we sincerely and earnestly
hope will be a successful conclusion.
Pause just a moment to consider
the benefits to be derived by our
state from a favorable nod by the
AEC. First of all, there is the MO
million cost of erecting the project.
This carries the expectation that
a large part of the materials needed naturally would be purchased
from Kentucky sources.
Reports say it will take from six
to eight years to build the giant
atom-smashing research facility.
Several thousand construction workers would be employed. It has been
estimated that these workers, many
of them Kentuckians, will be paid
a total of $150 million.
In view of the increasing necessity of more revenue with which
the State can do the things it wants
to do and should do for its people—
in education, in health, in welfare,
highways and other fields—I direct
the attention of all citizens to this
fact:
The operation of the laboratory—
its monetary outlay for salaries,

•

Help Yourself to
Better Service

wages, services and supplies—
would mean about $20 million more
a year to the State in new revenue
from income taxes and other
SOLUTES.

Besides this revenue gain accruing to the State, erection and operation of the laboratory would have
a stimulating effect on Kentucky's
educational system, contributing
greatly to preparation of young
Kentuckians to compete in today's
and tomorrow's complex and automated technology.
Kentucky, as you know, is constantly striving to increase its industrial potential, the numbers of
jobs it offers, its general economy
and the state revenue it receives
by persuading outside industries to
locate within its boundaries.
If the accelerator laboratory is
located in Kentucky, that fact alone
'will show that the state has much
to offer and will help certainly in
persuading privately-owned, new
and still-developing industries to
shop it as a future home.
Beneficial publicity would alse be
given the state by location of the
accelerator here in that the facility
would become a mecca for visiting
physicists and other scientists from
every country.
Besides the professional scientiats, the staff of 2.000 persons
needed to operate the laboratory
would include engineers, technicians and maintenance personnel.
Visiting research scientists would
add to the total.
In urging continuation in every
way possible of our effort to sell
Kentucky to the AEC as a site, I
want to reassert that the accelerator will produce no hazards whatever to the peoeie in the area of its
operation.
The huge, modern facility, so important to our Government and to
the state chosen for its location
will be the best of all neighbors,
say those who know—with little or
no noise, no odors, no radiation, no
constant freighting of materials in
and out,
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Tid Bits
of Kentucky Folidore
"LIKE FATHER, LIKE SON"
As a lifetime reader of American
literature and a teacher in that
field for a half century, I have often loved to trace the influence of
some wise person who found something good in our plain folk life
and thus "formed, unconsciously, a
new school of thinkers and writers. Many of the people who lived
before our time have been so idealized that they could not possibly
recognize their portraits as painted
by some of our romantic writers.
Good was good and bad was bad to
many of our earlier writers, so that
any variation from what the author
conceived to be the thinking of
people would be hard to find. I am
afraid that the Pilgrims, as an example, have suffered far more
from their interpreters than from
the Church of England.
Among scholars James Russell
Lowell has come to have a place
much higher for his scholarly
knowledge of New England local
speech than for his poems that are
pretty far removed from New England as a whole. It was not merely
a writer making up an ignorant
dialect that Lowell used when he
wrote poems in the manner of a
back-country fellow like Hosea Biglow. For years Lowell had studied
the quaint substandard but very

natural language of the uneducated
but not necessarily dumb backcountryman. Harvard speech, no
matter how ardently the educated
tried to preserve it and teach it,
was merely a dialect that had been
elevated to standard usage, not a
foreordained way for all people
who speak English to follow. Back
in the hills people talked naturally
and never knew it. They had inherited from their ancestors some
words and meanings and intonations that were unconsciously
transmitted to their children and
children's children. But, to a narrowly-educated person, then and
now, they spoke a debased speech,
one that social climbers shunned as
they shunned any suggestion of being inferior in any way to their
Imagined London English as spoken by the court and the universities. Lowell, though an aristocrat of
long standing and a third-generation graduate of Harvard, saw in
this natural speech of New England some very forceful ways to
say some eternal truths. And thus
Hosea Biglow becomes the mouthpiece of the common New Englander and the back-country philosopher.
A long time after Lowell arose
Edward Eggletton, who found in
the backwoods of Indiana a vigor-

Yes, dial direct and get the
fastest service at the low stationto-station rate! For complete
dialing information, consult
your telephone directory.

Southern Bell
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Crippled Children Make Their Way Toward Kosair Hospital
A beacon of Hope is shining into the kindness and generosity of the
the fartherest corners of Kentucky. people of Kentucky. The 1965 OpeThis beacon is the Kosair Crippled rating Fund Campaign goal has
Chlidren Hospital, 902 Eastern been set at $225,000. This is a
treParkway in Louisville and toward mendous sum to raise entirely
by
its brightly burning light the in- contributions, but the people of
digent crippled children of our Kentucky have never yet failed to
state make their way.
help Kosair reach its goal. Every
The journey for these little crip- year the citizens of our state are
pled boys and girls is often very realizing more and more the value
painful and never very fast. Some and necessity of Kosair Crippled
can barely hobble. Some come in Children Hospital in Louisville.
wheelchairs, casts, crutches or They are learning that a contribubraces. Others must be carried in tion of any size to Kosair Hospital
the arms of a parent or a friend. helps bring a crippled child of
But still they come in ever-increas- Kentucky one step closer to leading
ing numbers. Eight thousand since a healthy, productive life. But more
Kosair's beginning in 19116 and over than that, a contribution today in1000 In 1984 alone.
sures that there will be a place for
There is seven year old Patricia the thousands of unborn crippled
McMain from Union county who children of tomorrow.
has been admitted to Kosair eleven - You may never see the crippled
times for treatment of a congenital children of Kosair Hospital, but,
nevertheless, they are an integral
dislocation of her left hip.
Pretty little Pamela Redmon part of your life. Their Hope for a
from Larue county is only five, but brighter tomorrow rests solely upon
she has been coming to Kosair all your kindness and generosity.
of her life for treatment of polio Please don't deny them this Hope.
which paralyzed almost her entire Send a contribution now to the
body when she was five months Koealr Crippled Children Hospital
Operating Fund Campaign, 982
old.
Eastern Parkway, Louisville, KenJOCKEY SYMBOLIZING KENTUCKY'S 1965 HOMECOMING YEAR was preForrest ScarOorougn at Logan tucky.
sented to Governor Edward T. Breathitt by Martin Dyche (right), publisher of the
county who was born without a foot
Be one of the thousands of KenLondon Sentinel-Echo, as a kick-off to Homecoming Year activities. Dyche preon his left leg has been admitted tuckians who are
bending down tosented the statue in behalf of the Laurel County Homecoming Committee, founded
to Kosair five times for treatment day so that a
crippled
in 1935.. It is the oldest such group in the state and es such, is the origin of the
and also to learn how to use an stand straight tomorrow.child may
statewide homecoming campaign.
artificial lower left leg.
Catherine Graham of Henderson
county was born with a false joint
in her lower right leg which ren• AUSTIN SPRINGS • DUICEDOM HT.
2
dered the leg useless. She has been
By Stu. Corsi Friel&
atm o. F. UAW
in Routh- eleven times for correction of this abnormality and she is
now dile to walk with a cast and
Miss MarAon Conner has reAn examination for Postmaster
crutches.
covered from an appendectomy at Dukedom, a job paying
$5785 a
And so it goes for all the crippled
and able to be out again. Her year, will be open for
applications
children who either have been or
friends
Charges for patients In Kenare glad,
until July 27, the Civil Service Com; Kentucky State, Danville, and
are patients of Kosair. Eight thous- tucky's de State
Rev. Russell Rodgers filled his mission announced.
mental institu- Eastern State, Lexington.
and little individuals with eight
Further information on the rate regular appointment at New Salem
Competitors for the postmaster
thousand different stories and prob- tions will be increased effective
Baptist Church the past Sunday at
vacancy must have at least 1 year
lems. And yet there are tsto things July 1, Daniel S. Tuttle, acting changes is available from contact 11 am and also the evening
service. of experience
that unite all these crippled chil- mental health commisaidier, has representatives at the six institu- I wish to remind everyone
(education above high
that the school level may
tions, or from John Craig, collecannounced.
dren in a common bond.
be substituted for
summer
revival
will
begin
on
the
tions supervisor, Kentucky Depart6 months of experience) showing
First, they are all striving to
-third
Sunday
July,
in
as formerly that
Monthly rates for the four psy- ment of Mental Health, (Mt) West
achieve a normal, healthy and acannounced by Paster Rodgers. The tain they have the ability to mainsimple records of accounts or
tive life. And secondly, they all chiatric hospitals will go from Cedar St., Louisville, Ky. 40208.
Rev. Henry Davis will be the visit$127.50 to $180 while those for the
that it has given them a knowledge
need YOUR help to do it.
ing
evangelist
this
year.
Bro. Davis of postal procedures.
Kosair Hospital exists solely for two hospital-schools for the reis from Buchanan, Tenn. He is a
the treatment of the indigent crip- tarded will go from $100 to $150
home minister and the son of Mr. Applicants must take a written
pled children of Kentucky whose monthly, Tuttle said.
and Mrs. Bert Davis near here. test. Those who pass will he assignparents are financially unable io
The department's expenses for
Everyone is invited to attend each ed final ratings on the basis of this
angst the over-whelming costs of patients in the four mental hosservice. They are held twice daily. test and on their experience, fitness
the necessary medical care. The pitals have Increased 35 per cent
Little Miss Linda Roberson has for the position.
children of Kosair are treated free since January 1981 when the monthreturned home from Jones Clinic
All qualified applicants will reregardleu of race or religion.
ly rate was last raised from $00 to
after having undergone an appen- ceive consideration for
In order to continue to parforin $127.50. And, Tuttle pointed out,
employment
The Fulton County Board of dectomy several days ago. She is without regard to race, creed,
these services Kosair must yearly the department is required
the daughter of Ray Robertson, color, or national origin.
by Health and
raise its operating funds through statute to base its charges
the Fulton County merchant
on Health Department
of our village, and his
were
deeply
Complete information about the
actual expenses.
saddened upon hearing the news of wife.
examination requirement' and inMr.
and
Mrs.
Leslie
Lasatter
and
13bmplete line of HallThe collieboalbieetion of the de- the death of Dr. Edward M.
structions for filing applications
baby son Richard Allen, and Mr. may
be obtained at the Dukedom
mark cards, tallies and partment has notified families and Thompson, director of local health and
Mrs. James Carroll and daugh- post office.
others responsible for support of services in the state Health Departplaying cards
ters,
spent
the
holidays
with
their
patients of the change, he added. ment, Frankfort, who died unex'Gifts in colored glass- As in the pad, no one will
be de- pectedly of a heart attack Sunday, relatives in Chicago. They made
trip by car and returned home
ware, brass, Goldtone nied treatment because of inability June 20, at his home in Frankfort, the
GO TO CHURCas SUNDAY
Monday.
at the age of 80. to
pay
and
many
low-income
famiand milltglass
Miss Sarceile Jane Mathis is rewill continue to pay a partial
Mr. Thompson sac met with and
•Pepperite printed sta- lies
rats and will not be required to in- spoken to the health department covering from an attack of of pneutionery, calling cards crease their monthly payments
members attending a two-day dis- monia and was hospitalized in
trict
meeting at the Ken Lake =view Hospital last week. We
and notes
Monthly rates at Frankfort State Lanes
Restaurant, on the 15th and hope she will quickly recover.
'Picture frames
Hospital and School and at Out- 16th
of June, just four days prior
Mr. and Mrs. Denny Donolso left
'Permanent flower ar- wood State Hospital and School to his death.
for their home in Chicago after
were set at $100 in 19112 when the
He had spent most of his life In spending the
rangements
holidays here with
department assumed responsibility
public health. A graduate of Berea parents Mr. and
'Fresh-cut flower ar- for the mental retardation facilities. College
Mrs. Harvey Donand Yale School of Medi- oho and other relatives
Operating expenses for the two in- cine, he received
near here.
rangements
his master's destitutions have risen from $1.8 mil- gree
in public health from the Uni'Corsages and pillow
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Eugene
Lassiter
lion in 1962-63 to an estimated $3 versity of Michigan.
and sons Mark and Stevie of Marcorsages
million during the current year, He is survived
by his widow, a tin spent Sunday, the Fourth, with
'Wedding flowers a spec- Tattle said.
son Edward Jr. of Frankfort and their parents Mr. and Mrs. %ton
ialty
Computations for rates at the daughter, Cornelia Kaye, who was Lassiter. It was also the celebrafour hospitals include all expenses attending school and traveling in tion of Eugene's birthday, and
*Artistic funeral arfor care and treatment while those France; also survived by his everyone enjoyed the day.
rangements
at the two hospital-schools include mother, Mrs. George B. Thompson,
The big rains over the weekend,
all costs except the school pro- Jeffersonville, Indiana.
Funeral services were held followed by some wind, did some
grams.
Thursday, June 24, in the First damage to crops in this section.
The four psychiatric hospitals Methodist Church in Frankfort, of Lowlands were flooded to great
Phone 20
operated by the department are which he was a member. Rogers depths, then Monday we had anCarr at Commercial
Central State Hospital, Anchorage; Funeral Home was in charge of other rain and the farmers are
knee deep in mud hindering the
Western State Hospital, Hopkins- arrangements.
cultivation of beans that are growing rapidly. All the early corn crop
took on new life with the new moisCondensed Statement of Condition
ture.

Patients To Pay More
In State Mental Wards

Staff Recalls
Good Work Of
Dr.Thompson

1

DUKEDOM NEWS
By Mu. 111111man Westbrook

Miller Farm near Mayfield on Sun.
day. About 100 attended.

Mrs. Lewis Cole, mother of Mrs.
Lloyd Watkins, has been moved
Revival services at Good Springs from Paris Hospital to her home
will begin the fourth Sunday in but is not making much improveJuly is has been the custom for ment.
many years. Services will be at
The Christian Fellowship Class of
7:45 each night Sunday through
Friday. Rev. James Westbrook, Good Springs enjoyed an ice cream
pastor of Newburn Cumberland supper at the home of Mr. and
Presbyterian Church will assist Mrs. Thomas Bruce on Saturday
night.
Rev. Dale Shelton.
Mr. and Mrs. Talmadge Glover
and daughter Debbie of Fort Bragg,
N. C., Mrs. Lucile Glover and Donald of Dresden, and Mr. and Mrs.
T. L. Ainley were supper guests of
Mr. and Hrs. Verne Windsor and
Dale on Monday night.
The South Fulton High Schod
Mr. and Mrs. Almon Blaylock an- cheelreaders are attending a cheer.
nounce the arrival of a son on leaders training camp this week at
Thursday at Fulton Hospital.
Tennessee Tech in Cookeville. They
Mrs. Minnie Brann of Henderson will return Friday.
The girls attending the meeting
Rest Home visited with her sister
Mrs. Winnie Cunningham over the are Linda Nanney, Mollie Alexander, Donna Peoples, Sherry Brockweekend.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Ford and well, Nelda Clement, Joanna WoodDebbie of Detroit are on vacation ruff, and Vicki Adams.
The trip is being sponsored by
spending time with father Stanley
the South Fulton Booster Club.
Ford and other relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. Duren McCall attended the Alderdice reunion at the
Visit Local Storm First

SFIIS Cheerleaders
Al Training Session

Get the highest rate on your savings at
Security Federal Savings and Loan Association at 124 East Center Street in Sikeston,
Missouri. Savings are insured up to $10,006
by the Federal Savings & Loan Insurance
Corporation — an agency of Ihe Federal
Government. Your savings immediately
available.

41
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Current Dividend
On
Insured Savings

SAVINGS added by the 10th
EARN DIVIDENDS FROM THE lot
LET'S GET
ACQUAINTED
Write today for additional information
and financial statement, or you may
send your check or
money order to open
your account, and
this coupon.

Mr. James M. &wird, Manager
Security Federal Savings & Lean Assn.
124 East Center St. Utast" Me. Send
your armual report and information to
Name
Address
City

State

JUBILEES
Of Television

Scoft's Floral Show

Fulton, Kentucky
at the Close of Business, Wednesday, June 30, 1965
RESOURCES
Cash and Due From Banks
United States Government Securities
Municipal Bonds
Loans and Discounts
Bank Premises and Parking Lot
Furniture and Fixtures
Other Assets
TOTAL RESOURCES

$ 445,181.63
1,920,050.11
335,906.19
1,753,405.90
38,169.76
12,843.25
4,462.04

$ 4,510,018.88

LIABILITIES
Capital Stock
Surplus
Undivided Profits
Deposits
Officer's Checks
Dividend Declared, Not Yet Payable

TOTAL LIABILITIES

•
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ospel Singing

FULTON BANK

n-

Page 3

$ 100,000.00
100,000.00
128,598.32
4,151,097.16
25,323.40
5000.00

$ 4,510,018.88

MEMBER FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION
Accounts Insured Up To $10,000.00

40144411114•410W011141"14.11600.•

I hope everyone everywhere had
a glorious and sane Fourth, are
now home safe and sound, and
proud enough of this country to
take time off to enjoy Independence day next year.

Carlisle Gets
Huge Fabric
Making Plant
Ground has been broken at Carlisle for a $1.5 million fabric manufacturing plant of Blue Grass
Knitting, Incorporated, scheduled
to begin produelion in January with
120 male employees.
Participating in the ceremony
were Miss Katherine Peden, Kentucky commissioner of commerce;
Wayne Shumate, Carlisle, president
of the firm; vice president Cliff
Shumate, also of Carlisle; and
Harry H. Waif, Chicago, treasurer
of Blue Grass Industries, Inc., parent plant of Blue Grass Knitting.
The groundbreaking was held at
the 52-acre site, a mile west of
Carlisle on Ky. 32. The 72,000square-foot plant will produce fabric materials for the parent firm,
an apparel contractor for the manufacture of underwear.

FEATURING:

HAPPY GOODMAN MEET
THE FLORIDA BOYS
THE DIME ECHOS
HAL, ICENNEDY

Friday, July 9, 1965
8:00 P. M.

South Fulton Athletic Field
Advance Tickets 8l.25 — 81.50 At the Door
Children — 75c
In Case of Rain.Singing will be moved to South Fulton Gym
SPONSORED BY T$.

Civitan Club

•
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at:

,,,10046.11411
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Kentucky Sets
• Locations For
Job Applicants

Fulton Area Boy
At Western State
For Summer

The Kentucky Department of Per
sonnet will set up six temporary
examination centers in Western
Kentucky during July, giving area
residents an opportunity to take
Merit System examinations dear
their hometowns. All examinations
will be on Saturday.
Those desiring to take an examination must make their application direct to the Department of
Personnel in Frankfort two weeks
before the scheduled examination
date, Commissioner Walter R. Gatti,' said.
The location and date of the examinations and the cut-off date for
submitting applications are:
Hopkinsville and Murray — July
17, cut-off date, July 2.
Henderson and Paducah — July
24, cut-off date July 9.
Bowling Green and Owensboro—
July 31, cut-off date July 16.
Application forms are available
direct from the Department of
Personnel in Frankfort or from the
State Employment Service offices
at 319 South Seventh Street in
Frankfort.
Qualified applications will be notified of the exact time and place
of the examination.
SCHOOL AID
Figures from the office of C. D.
Parr, Obion County school superintendent, showed the federal government will supply roughly 15 per
cent of the funds necessary to
operate the county schools for the
fiscal year which began July 1.

Subscribe To The News
$1.00 for 6 months
Offer Expires July 10

This is the largest enrollment for
a complete summer session in the
history of Western. Last year there
were 2,490 students enrolled for
the summer term.
This year's summer session will
close Friday, Aug. 6, with commencement exercises in Western
Stadium at 7:30 p. in. (CST).
- The 1965-66 school year at Western will open Sunday, Sept. 12,
when freshmer will report to bePaul Mooney, representative of Tinos Gas Transmission, Owensboro,
gin orientation, counseling, testing It's Tim* Out for Eating .. But the visiting didn't stop at the enthusiastic
reunion of the Fields family makes presentation of industrial card and at of cotton seeds to Fulton
and registration.
held here recentiy. In 014a phote above loft to right are, Paul Pickering, Roy Pickering, Harry
Fields De- Mayor Gilbert D•Myer (center) and South Fulton Mayer Rex Ruddie
Zonis, Russell Rucker, Mrs. Bun Copeland and Mrs. Paul Workman... all kith and kin.
(left). These cards and cotton seeds were sent to 2011 Industrial prospects
with good results. About 30 percent of the industries replied that they
were interested in relocation and would like to talk about industrial
sites in the area served by Texas Gas. The presentation was med.
Wednesday at the Fulton City Hall.

Negro Youth
Being Held
For Theft

TV ANTENNAS: We install —
Trade-repair and move. Get our
prices. We service all makes TV.
Phone 307. Roper Television.
FOR RENT: Floor sanding machine and • eledric floor polisher
and electric vacuum cleaner. Exchange Furniture Co.

• FREE PARKING
• Mg TIV IN EVERY 10014
•I NNE RESTAURANTS
• CHILDREN UNDER 14 FREE
• ISM FEET FROM MEMPHIS'
DOWNTOWN AIRPORT
• COMPLETELY REMODELED

MOM.
JA 1.41111.

OW.

,- OMI

C.

T

BtLL.TlivERN

Oresolleld. Ten.

"Covering

Everything"

422 Lake St.
Fulton, Ky.

—

Phone 408

—

ATKINS, REAMS and TAYLOR
FOS YOUR

• FARM AND AUTO INSURANCE
• FARMER'S LIABILITY COVERAGE
FARM LOANS
201 MAIN STREET
FULTON, KENTUCKY

Development Group
To Meet In Clinton
Judge Eli Padgett, Chairman of
the Mississippi River Area Development Council has called a
meeting of the organization for Friday 1:30 at the Hickman County
Health Center in Clinton.
The agenda includes a review of
previous
activities, formalizing
the organization, election of officers, action for participation under the Economic Opportunity Act,
proposals under the Economic Development Act and other plans for
the future.
The meeting should adjourn by
3:30 p. m.
GO TO CTITJECH SUND 11(
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Kentucky Delays Blue Cross Rate
Hike; No Changes For Tennessee

cooper', Kerma*

such insurance.
"We are not giving any consideration to raising rates at all and
have no reason to at this time,"
said John R. Hill of Chattanooga,
president of Tennessee Hospital
Services Assn. (Blue Cross-Blue
Shield).
Hill's comment came after the
Tennessee Hospital Assn. announced that room rates in most of the
state's more than 200 hospitals
would be increased from $2 to $4
a day within the next 18 months.
(Henry oyd; administrator at
the Obion County General Hospital,
said a few days ago that no increase in room rates at the local
hospital is expected in the near future.)
"The increases are certain to
have an effect on many hospitalization rates," said Ira Lane, executive director of the MA,

Murray State
To Get Bond
Issue Funds
The Murray State College Board
of Regents has endorsed the $176
million bond issue to be on the November ballot, it was announced
today at the office of the Kentucky
Better Roads Council Lexington.
The Council is keeping a tabulation of endorsing organizations.
More than 200 clubs, fiscal courts,
city councils and others have given
their approval, Council officials reported.
Included in the bond issue is a
total of $1,476,000 for capital construction at Murray. This money,
together with federal loans and
grants, will create a building program fund of $6,550,000.
According to Murray officials, the
fund will be used for two dormitories, laboratory school renovation, a library addition, an educational building addition, an administration building and utilities.

Six Area Students
Enrolled At OMB
Students enrolled at the University of Tennessee Martin Branch
for the summer quarter from this
area are: Victor J. Newborn, Bobby L. Williams, Fulton; Pamela
D. Fortner and Linda F. Potts,
Clinton; Billy H. Craddock and
Mary N. Rogers, Hickman.
The summer enrollment for the
first session at UTMB broke all
previous records this year, with a
total of 632 students registered.

Gov. Clement Asked
For Reelfoot Opera
If a Nashville group has Its way,
Tennessee will have an official
opera soon.
Gov. Frank Clement was asked
to proclaim an original opera,
which tells the story of the creation
of Reelfot Lake, as Tennessee's
official opera.
Mrs. Armistead Nelson of Nashville wrote the story for the opera.
The opera itself was created by
Nathaniel Skilton of Washington
State.
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Kentucky's bluegrass horse farms add inbarest to a Kentucky vacation

Rota* at one of Kentucky's 12 State
Rosort Parks.

Swim, sati,fish, or water ski on sparkling
Kentucky lakes,

Wheseter you go in MONS, you DM
travel on modern ItIgtmapit.

p

CHECK-UPI
Made your vacation plans yet? Be
sure to include a health check-up
on your list of "things to do" before you go. This is the advice of
the Kentucky TB and Respiratory
Disease Association.

Andn
tion, I
clean
poses
Reg
Is bei
to pr
garte

WE
SE
emu

combines old-fashioned charm
with modern resorts and fine
new highways for your vacation

KEN'TUCKTS 1965 HOMECOMING QUEEN, Was Nancy 13urress, representing Green County, was crowned by Governor Edward T. Bresthltt during the
Commonwealth's statewide hanseadiling celebration at Frankfort. The queen is
from Greensburg and a junior at the University of Kentucky. More than 70 other
homecoming eveints have been planned throughout the state during Kentucky's
1965 Homecoming Year.

*CCM

Prof

KENTUCKY

FOR SALE - My farm,83.4 acres
Insurance Commissioner William
located on Middle Road, midway
between Fillies and Hickman. See E. Bivin has delayed action on a
W. B. Rice or phone Union City Blue Cross Hospital Plan, Inc. request for a rate increase for its
883-5008.
direct-pay subscribers in order to
give an aggrieved party additional
time to examine the request.
WE RENT - - The Blue Cross request, which
was presented at a public hearing
Hospital beds
June 22, calls for an overall inBaby beds
crease of 22.39 percent on all direct
pay contracts.
Vacuum Cleaners
A representative of retired emFloor polishers
ployees of Armco Steel Corporation,
Rome E. Long of Ashland, who
made a statement at the hearing in
WADE MIN. CO.
opposition to the Blue Cross filing,
later requested additional time to
Phone 103
Fulton,Ky. examine the filing and obtain
professional counsel.
An expected hike in hospital room
rates across the state will have no
effect on the health insurance rates
of Tennessee's largest carrier
An types of Insurance

SAVE! GET our
PACKAGE DEAL
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AD 5-2292
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Greenfield Monument Works

A 16-year-old Negro boy from
South Fulton was being held in
Obion county jail in connection with
the theft of $96 from a parked car
in South Fulton last Wednesday.
Officers said the youth, who was
not identified, admtited helping to
take two money bags from a car
owned by Buck Allen of South Fulton and parked on Broadway. South
Fulton Police Chief Elmer Mansfield said he saw two boys take the
bags and gave chase. One of the
boys got away, the officer said,
and still had not been apprehended
today.
The officer said $90 in one of the
bags was recovered.
We Need Indio:Mal Park

MEMPHIS
CIARIDGE
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Donald Lee Rice from Fulton
County is among the record total
of 2,581 students enrolled at Western Kentucky State College for the
summer term which opened June
14.

Come to the
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SEND FOR FREE KENTUCKY Ill
VACATION PLANNING KIT? I
Tolls all about
vacation attractions, •
ICIWUriaus information
en accommodations ... •
to help you have
Via best vacation over.
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JULY CLEARANCE SALE
THURSDAY, JULY 8 Doors Open 8:30 A. M. —
One Rack Dresses 1/2 Price. Other Dresses
Drastically Reduced
Hozrood Pranizer
SPORTSWEAR 1/3 OFF
Coats and inits Drastically Reduced
TABLE OF BARGAINS
Summer Purses Reduced
HATS
$2.00 $3.00 $5.00 $10.00
Summer Jewelry 1/2 Price
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CLARICE SHOP
300 MAIN ST.

PHONE 472-3881
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Woman's Club Kindergarten To
Move To New Headquarters
The Junior Woman's Club Kindergarten, located at Carr Institute
since it was organized 12 years ago,
will move to the new home this fall
at the Fulton Woman's Club building on Walnut St.
The-move will permit more children to attend the class because of
the increased floor space available
members of the kindergarten association said.
For the past several years, applicants have been denied admission
to the kindergarten due to the
limited space in the room used at
Carr Institute. A move would have
been necessitated in another year,
according to Mrs. Charles Wade
Andrews, chairman of the association, because of the need to use the
classroom at Can for other' purposes in the fall of 1966.
Remodeling of the Woman's Club
Is being done this summer in order
to provide access by the kindergarten to the adjoining lawn, which

And Sweet, Tool

will be used as a play area. The
lawn will be fenced and play equipment added.
The library board, which also
uses the building, has installed a
telephone. Glass doors on library
shelves under the stage have been
replaced with solid doors, and the
door on the west side of the building was changed to open away
from the building rather than into
it. Fire extinguishers are also being
added.

HILLVIEW HOSPITAL
Fulton: Mrs. Walter Hawks,
Dickie Thomas, Mrs. Kenneth Asbell, Dr. E. E. Pittman, Mrs. Lloyd
Henderson, Mrs. Emma Butts, Harold Pewitt, and Mrs. Nathan LeCornu; Dukedom: Miss Sammie
Mathis and Ed Rhodes; Water Valley: Mrs. Richard Linder; Union
City: James Choate; and Clinton:
Mrs. Billy Prince and baby.

An agreement was reached between the Kindergarten Association
and the Woman's Club at a called
meeting of the club last month regarding utilities, insurance and
janitor service. It was pointed out
that there will be no conflict between kindergarten sessions, which
are held during the morning, and
library hours or Woman's Club activities which are in the afternoon
or evening.

A workshop in printmaking, Art lion in the workshop will be on an
681, will be offered by Murray Individual basis in either woodState College, July 12-August 6.
cuts, etchings, lithographs, or silkThe workshop will be taught by screen or in all of them.
Eric May of the Murray art deMay holds degrees from the Unipartment and will carry three .versity of Cincinnati and Indiana
hours of graduate credit. 'Those not University. His prints have been
already registered for the course exhibited throughout the country
may register after the first class and are currently on exhibit at the
meeting, July 12.
Oklahoma Art Center, Ohio University ,and the Wichita, Kansas,
Professor May says that inetruc- Art
Center.
at.

Slat Local Stores First
ANNIVERSARY

WE BUY,
SF:LL and TRADE

Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Hicks will
celebrate their fiftieth wedding anniversary Sunday with an open
house from 2 to 5 at their home in
pop
smonneelernmimpam..... Beelerton.
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The following were patients in
Fulton Hospitals Wednesday, July
7:

Art Department At Murray State
To Offer Workshop In Printmaking

ks

rm
me
ion

HOSPITAL NEWS

Mrs. Russell Jerry Rice

First Baptist Church Setting For
Wedding Of Miss Fields, Mr. Rice
The parlor of the First Baptist Church of Fulton,
Kentucky, beautiful in its simplicity, was the scene of
the wedding of Miss Janice Sue Fields, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Clyde Maxie Fields of South Fulton, and Mr.
Russell Jerry Rice, son of Mrs. Drace Rice of Union City,
Tennessee, and Mr. Ledie Rice of Fulton, Kentucky.

JONES HOSPITAL
Fulton: Mr. and Mrs Harry
Shupe, Mrs. W. M. Kelly, Mrs. Fanny O'Nan, Billy Mac Green, Mrs.
Warren Bard, Marvin Faulkner,
Dan Hastings, and Mrs. Roy Davis;
Pictured above is lovely and
Hickman: Mrs. Thomas Staples;
Lynnville: Mrs. Herman Wade; vivacious Fonda Jean Bondurant
and Dresden: Irvin Shanklin (Rt. who placed third in the Little Miss
Tennessee Universe Pageant held
4).
in Memphis recently.
Fonda is the daughter of Mr. and
FULTON HOSPITAL
Mrs.
Harvey Bondurant, Jr., Route
Fulton: Mrs. Stella Ellis, Hubert
Cot-urn (Rt. 3), Mrs. Martin Nall, 1, Fulton, and is 71-2 years of age.
Mrs. L. 0. Carter, Herman Gris- She attends school in South Fulton
som (Rt. 3), Mrs. Edith Lowe, Jeff and Is in the third grade.
Grissom (Rt. 5), M. E. Ellegood
(Rt. 1), 0. E. Nanney (Rt. 3), and
GOSPEL MEETINGS
Mrs. James 0. Brown (Rt. 3);
A series of Gospel Meetings is
South Fulton: Joyce Bunton, Rev. being held through Saturday at the
Wesley Richardson, Mrs. Calvin Oak Grove Church on East State
Evans, Mrs. Lucy Blewitt, and Line. Rd. The services, conducted
Mrs. Gary Isbell;
by Bro. Boone Douthitt, begin each
Water Valley: Gary Yates (Rt. evening at 7:45.
2) and Dennis Pittman (Rt. 2);
Dukedom: Tammy Roberts and
Norman Blaylock; Wingo: Mrs.
Beulah Copeland and Leon Grissom; Clinton: Jeff Nichols and Arthur Bugg; Mayfield: Mrs. Carnell
Gossum; Crutchfield: Mrs. Ira
Cotham; Hickman: A. L. Lankford; and Trimble, Tenn.: Mrs.
SERVICE
W. J. Faulkner.

Nashville Man Golfs
One Day, Sleeps Nex
Retired Kent Sandidge of subui ban Madison has developed a spor
ing system.
Sandidge plays golf one day, thtsleeps the next day so he can pla
golf the next day, etc.
The schedule: golf op Monda:
Wednesday and Friday; sleep c
Tuesday, Thursday and Saturda3
church on Sunday.
"If anything ever happens I
me," he says, "you can bet it'
happen on the golf course, bed c
the front pew."
DON'T DELAY!
Don't neglect your health at an
time of the year, your Christml
Seal agency warns. Summertim
is a good time for your annu:
health check-up which should i
elude a Tuberculin test or a ches
X-ray.

ASTHMA

FAST RELIEF! Teffilyiag Spasms of Bram
Sill Asthme relieved quickly km*
WIthi I minute/ with NEPHRON inhalant
Eno the most stubborn cases napped
Reprdiess of vrnet you have tried
bow hopeless your case, REPHRON cork
answer your need with amazing result"
See your Druggist for NEPHRON.
CITY DRUG CO.

STEPHENS TEXACO

New Scout Chapel
Dedicated At Camp

REG. 25!

Dedication services for the new
chapel built on the Four Rivers
Council Scout Reservation were
New and Used Shotguns.
held Tuesday evening. The Rev.
The Water Valley-Palestine MYF
Pistols. Rifles
Harry Williams, Paducah District
will sponsor a home made ice
Superintendent, delivered the dedisupper tonight (Thursday). The double ring ceremony was
Leader Sporting Goods cream
catory sermon.
Cake and cold drinks will also be performed by Rev. Max Cannon,
414 1A1131 WT.
P1107411
served, beginning at 6:30 on the pastor of Lakeside Baptist Church, man, and Neil Rice of Union City, The erection of the chapel was
also a brother of the groom, was sponsored by the Methodist Men
.•
Water Valley church lawn.
Chicago, Ill. Mrs. }tarry Latta, or- usher.
of the Four Rivers Council area.
ganist, presented a program of
For her daughter's wedding, Mrs.
-nuptial music.
Fields wore slate Sue French. voile,
You'll Say they're dolk.iousi
Vows were pledged in front of the
with matching aceessories. At her
• Wash • Oil Change •Marline Lubrication
mantle which held a low fan-shapshoulder she wore& white cymbided arrangement of Margarite ium
orchid.
Daisies and leather leaf. Tapers in
Mrs. Rice, mother of the groom,
twin seven - branch French canMURREL & EDDIE STEPHENS
delabras were lighted preceding wore brown linen with white trim
the ceremony by Letha Botts of and matching accessories. She also
Lake Street
Fulton. Ky.
ANDREWS
Union City, Tenn. niece of the wore a white cymbidium orchid.
Following the ceremony, a regroom, and singer Lea Fields, sisJewelry Company
ception was given by the bride's
ter of the bride.
parents in Fellowship Hall of the
Given in marriage by her father, church.
the bride wore a formal gown of
Presiding at thq register was
magnolia white brocade, styled Mrs.
Johartathan Vernon Hoyle, Jr.,
with an empire waist. The long fit- of Key
West, Fla., a sister of the
ted sleeves came to a point at the bride.
Assisting and serving were
wrist and were closed with tiny Judy
Kaye Stinnett of South Fulcovered buttons. The skirt termi- ton, Thin.;
Judy Wright of Martin,
nated into a chapel train. The veil Tenn.; Mary
Ann Margrave of
of silk illusion fell from a match- Gleason, Tenn.,
Ann Allred of Miling crotrn with seed pearl trim. an, Tenn.; and
Mrs. Morgan Knox
The bridal bouquet was a cascade Fields of Sparta,
Tenn. For her
of white rose buds intermingled wedding trip,
the bride wore a
with leather leaf, tulle, and white navy silk shantung
suit, featuring
satin streamers.
a low scoop neck complimented by
Miss Mary Elizabeth Fields, sis- a white over blouseiwith ruffles at
ter of the bride and maid of honor, the neck and sleeves. Her accessang "The Lord is My Shepherd," sories were navy, and she wore a
while the couple were kneeling. white cymbidium orchid.
Miss Teresa Jane Fields, another
The couple will make their home
sister of the bride, was bridesmaid. in Nashville, Term., where Mr.
Their dresses were styled along Rice is employed. Their address is
lines similar to those of the wed- 5567 Knob Road, Nashville, Tenn.
90 PROOF
ding gown and were of nile green
Out of town guests attending
Friday A.M. thru Sunday P.M.
Peau de Soie. Their veils were at- were Mr. and Mrs. Richard Clark;
1/S QT
I/2 PT
tached to matching bows and they Mr. and Mrs. David McAnalty; Mr.
carried long-stem red roses.
Spacious room FOR TWO PERand Mrs. Gerald Grissom, GeralKentucky Streinht Bourbon. 90 Proof a 100 Proof Bottled-In-Bond.
Richard Rice of Union City, dine, Jan, and Tom; Mr. and Mrs.
SONS
. . . 3 days and 2 nights
Yellowstone Millinery Co.. Louisville. Kentucky.
•
Tenn. served his brother as best Neal Rice, Cindy, and Sandra; Mr.
PLUS
$24
in delicious meals for
and Mrs. George Botts, Franklin,
only $39 per couple, including
Neil ,and Letha; Mr. and Mrs.
tax. Children under 12 FREE in
Semi-Annual Statement
Richard Rice; and Mrs. Richard
Willey, Jr., all of Union iCty, Tenn.;
parents' room. Come as you are
Mrs. William Owens, Mrs. Albert
. . you're always welcome at
.
Fields, Mrs. James Fields, and
Stouffer'
s!
Mr. and Mrs. Pies Fields, all from
SAVINGS & LOAN ASSOCIATION
Hickman, Ky.
Mr. and Mrs. Morgan Knox
214 Main Street
Phone 472-1061
Fields, Sparta. Tenn.; Mr. and
Fulton, Kentucky
Mrs. Ronald Mac Fields, Henderson, Ky.; Mrs. Don Huffstetler of
June 30, 1965
Dyersburg, Tenn.; Mr. and Mrs.
Robert H. Pritchett, Martin, Tenn.
—ASSETS—
—LIABILITIES-Also Polly Beth Crawford, MarFirst Mortgage Loans & other
tha Lee Woods, Jerry Lace, Pam
Capital
$3,992,731.87
Prince, Nancy Bivens, Don R.
63,303,922.53
First Liens on Real Estate
Long, Janet Tubbs, Line Wells,
Loans on Savings Accounts
21,482.85
COLORFUL, UNIQUE DINING
Other Liabilities
THE FINEST ACCOMMtDATIONS
25,352.99
Barbara Johnson, Joe Harris, Hunt16,7E10-50
Other Loans
Enjoy
famous Stouffer food and
Danny
Wells,
er
Tuck, Joe E. Pol300 handsomely appointed'
Specific Reserves
672,745.32
Investment & Securities
lock, and John Keaton, all students
199,637.00
cocktails served in an old New
rooms and suites feature every
or former students at the UniverOffice Building & Equipment
Orleans atmosphere in three
luxuriou
s convenience including
General Reserves
Tennessee,
sity of
Martin Branch.
2,152.80
beautiful street level dining
Less Depreciation
bedside TV controls! Free parkAccrued Income Tax
$ 3,710.64
rooms . . . or try the inviting
144,711.68
Cash on Hand & in Banks
ing, swimming pool, underwater
"CUP AND STIRRUP," our roofSurplus
Deferred Charges &
26,933.62 30,644.26
DUCK'S 24 HOUR
music and free Sauna Baths.
top restaurant and cocktail
66,590.94
Other Assets
Masse parlor ... barber shop
ICI CREAM SUPPER

ETHEL

12 State

;

STATION

299.

Parts For All Electric
Shavers Al:

BARBECUED RIBS
FROM THE KEG RESTAURANT

WATER VALLEY, KY.

Is Yellowstone
the finest
Bourbon
in Kentucky?
Well,
its No.1
in sales.

Enjoy a carefree vacation!

S

tOuler'k

LOUISVILLE INN

the newest, most exciting place in Louisville

6 years old.

WEEKEND SPECIAL!

$4" 9"

FIRST FEDERAL

*7248,366.12

$4,248,366.12

The above statement is true and correct to the best of my knowledge and belief.
J. E.FALL, JR., Secretary-Treasurer.
Subscribed and sworn to before me a Notary Public by J. E. Fall, Jr., June 30, 1965.
H. H. MURPHY, Notary Public
My commission expires June 18, 1967

Wrecker Service

— Radio Dispatched —
106 W. State Line

Dial 472-1821
Nights, Dial 472-17

lounge featuring late dining and
. %and ballroom ... meeting
a dramatic view of the city for
rooms . .. complete hospitality
miles around! Live music nightly.
to make your visit memorable.
Completely air-conditioned
MAKE YOUR RESERVATIONS NOW: 582-2241

STOUFFER'S LOUISVILLE INN 120 West Broadway

no.
nonneonnono ownonaboonoo... ono
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Citizens Urged
To Conserve
Water Supply

live in. Chemical manufacturers
spend almost a million dollars each
time they prove to the t. S. GovJoe brain, County Aired
ernment that a chemical is safe to
use on our crops. It costs more to
Unless City, Tenn.
prove that a chemical Is safe to
on fled crops in a lot of inuse
STOP — READ THE LABEL
stances than it does to prove that
STOP- Read the Label. A rule a drug is safe for a doctor to use
that we should always follow. The on a human patient.
more we use chemicals, the more
If any of the chemicals have diwe are likely to avoid reading the
stipulating a certain numrections
labels. Of course, this is when we
application
tend to make a mistake that can ber of days between
be costly. A very large amount of and harvest, we should be careful
chemicals in the way of insecti- to allow at least the number of days
cides, herbicides, and fungicides listed on the label before harvest.
are used on Obion County Farms Stop — Read the Label! Even
each year, and the amounts of though you use the chemical every
these chemicals we use will in- day, READ THE LABEL EVERY
crease in the future.
DAY.
Just this last week one of our
Farm Dates To Remember
Jairymen made a mistake that anyJuly 8—Tennessee livestock Asine could make and used the wrong
Insecticide on his dairy cows— sociation Directors Meeting—Jackthirty of his cows died in a short son.
time. For your protection the sale
July 10—West Tennessee 4-H
3f his milk was stopped until the
milk could be checked to make sure Demonstration Day—Milan.
t was not contaminated with the
July 27—West Tennessee Junior
chemical.
Beef Heifer Show—Jackson.
About two months ago another
July 19 - 23-4-H Camp—Milan
Dbion County farmer had some
July
23—Feeder Pig Sale—Maycotton insecticide left over after
le had finished planting his cotton. field.
Re used the cotton insecticide in
July 30--Obion County Angus
* barn for insect control and had
Cattle Tour.
several hogs to get sick.

011011 COMITY

You might wonder why we have
'o use so many chemicals on the
'arms. If we did not have the
modern chemicals, the costs of our
rood would be so high and some
mgetaMes and fruits so high and
-.ream that we would not live in
the land of plentiful food that we
"in11111111=1111.mInnIMP

S. P. MOORE & CO.
207 Oseenewelel

Phone IS

Ar• Areas inlaid Laskin",
—Vinyl and The.
—Downs Carpalirs
—Upholstering, Modern a
Anas

JAMES HAZELWOOD

KRAFT Dinner
is

thrifty
mit!
quick

Count on Kraft Dinner for
tender macaroc. that's full
of golden cheese goodness.
have it on hand for speedy
school lunches and hurry-up
suppers. It's good eating any
tine!

COSTS 004

A SERVING

"%MATS GOING ON
HERE
by
P. Donor
Commissioner
Ky. Dept. of Agriculture
Frankfort

Mrs. Thompson
Recognized For
Safety Program
An automotive safety program
has earned one of the U. S. Department of Agriculture's highest honors for eight members and former
members of the McCracken County
Extension Service.
The USDA gave its Unit Award
for Superior Service to R. A. Mabry, William E. Moss, Mrs. Juanita
Amonett, Miss Ann Dobson, Mrs.
Florence Bennett,
Mrs. Anna
Thompson, Gene Brown and Ted
Howard.
Mrs. Thompson is now serving as
Fulton County home agent.
The presentation came at a banquet honoring Mabry, who leaves
as county extension agent July 1 to
become an area leader under a
new state Extension Service arrangement. The citation praises
the eight for "most substantial
leadership in development of the
4-H automotive safety program .."

Fulmer Gov. Combs
Gets Sportsmen Award

full_of cheese flavor

TIME TO LICENSE DOGS—State dog licenses go on
sale July 1, and Mrs. Irene R. Miller, president of the
Franklin County Humane Society, is shown receiving
a supply of tags from Commissioner of Agriculture
Wendell P. Butler. The Humane Society acts as agent
in administering the dog law and operating the dog
pound in Franklin County. Commissioner Butler says
all dog owners should coutact their local dog warden
for the 1965 tags which ire required on all dogs six
months or older.

The League of Kentucky Sportsmen and the NatIOnal Wildlife Federation have selected former Governor Bert Combs as Kentucky's
"Conservationist of the Year" for
1964.
Combs was cited for his work in
the Appalachian program and for
his idea of impounding lakes with
highway fills, League president
Clyde W. Hubbard said. The former governor is now eligible for selection as national conservationist
of the year. The program is underwritten by the Sears and Roebuck
Foundation.

WALKER

I found the annual convention of
the Burley Auction Warehouse Association to be most informative.
The Association held its 19th annual
meeting at French Lick, Indiana,
June 13-15. Perhaps the most important development to come out
of this year's meeting was the fact
that Albert Clay retired from the
presidency of the organization after serving as its first and only
president for 20 years. Albert is a
Mt. Sterling tobacco warehouseman and has proven to be an extremely able elader and spokesman for the entire tobacco interests
of the burley-belt as well as Kentucky. He now becomes the Association's board chairman and has
been succeeded in the presidency
by Reynolds Bell of Lexington.
Reynolds had served as vice president for a number of years and has
been succeeded in that post by Phil
Wells, a progressive young tobacco
man of Glasgow. The Association
also created the post of managing
director and appointment of Thomas M. Edwards, Jr., Mt. Sterling attorney, to serve in that capacity.

The warehousemen discussed the
tobacco business in general, and
some of the reports were encouraging while others were not entirely
optimistic. We were pleased to
learn that last year, for the first
time, burley exports approached
100 million pounds (farm weight),
and during the first nine months of
the current fiscal year, burley ship!liens overseas were up some 15.7
per cent. William O'Flaherty of the
Tobacco Tax Council removed
much of the optimism that Frank
Snodgrass had spread with his report of the export situation when
we were told that many elites are
apparently trying to stop people
from smoking by taxing cigarettes
off the market. New York, for instance, has a 24 cents per pack tax
and additional taxes will be proposed in the next legislature. Cigarette sales in New York State are
already down 28 per cent. California's legislature is considering a
bill that provides only that cigarette taxes will be "raised."
Of the 47 legislatures now in session or soon to convene, 35 have
bills calling for increase in the
state cigarette tax.

Some outstanding lambs were
shown and sold last Saturday at the
East Kentucky Lamb Show and
Sale. While the total numbers were
down from previous years, the
quality of the lambs was still good.
Danny Barnett, Elizaville, had
the grand champion in the youth
division. A 100 pound animal, it
sold for $40. Bill Rice, Rt 1, Mayslick, had the second place winner
among the youths.

Si,ft slow and sasy—
taste its fall rich flavor

Enjoy a true bourbon offine quality
at a welcome price
$4.00
•

4/5 Qt.

$2.50

In the adult division, C. R. Whaley, Rt. 1, Flemingsburg, had the
champion. It sold for $60. Sousley
Brothers, Rt. 3, Flemingsburg,
took second place honors with their
105 pound animal which sold for
$42. Harvey Rice, Rt. 1, Mayslick,
had the most prime lambs with 58.
The Sousley Brothers were second
with 45.

Hiram Walker's

TEN HIGH
ALSO AVAILABLE IN 100 PROOF, BOTTLED IN BOND
HIRAM WALKER & SONS INC., PEORIA, ILLINOIS

KENTUCKIANS PAY
Kentuckians paid an average of
$164 in state and local government
taxes in the 1964 fiscal year. Citizens of only four other states paid
less. The national average was
$250, and the highest average was
$351 in New York.

Subscribe To The News
$1.00 for 6 months
Offer Expires July 10
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Coming ... New Industry
What would your community do
to bring in an mdustry that would
give a million dollar payroll. Well
I know some would build a new
plant, others would give tax reductions, while others could even pay
the new potential prospect money
in order to induce them to settle
In their town.
We in agriculture have a new
Industry for you that would possibly surpass even your highest expectation. This crop called alfalfa,
is rapidly coming to the front. For
years we have been told this crop
will not grow here and most of us
took this fact and did nothing,
however there were others who
still tried and succeeded in producing this most valuable hay crop on
their farms. Mr. Warren Holt,
Work Unit Conservationist for the
Soil Conservation Service stated in
our recent alfalfa tour that their
observation now sets the pace for
recommending alfalfa on veiled&
silt loam soil type. Mr. Holt cautioned, however, there would possibly, be spots in the field that
would not produce as well as
others.

Fourteen 4-H boys and girls will
be eligible for $800 in prises in the
1965 4-H Club Achievement ContestThe 19th annuat contest, sponsored by The Courier-Journal, The
Subscribe To The News
Louisville Times, and WHAS, Inc.,
$1.00 for 6 months
is designed to honor the top 4-H
Other points were brought out in
boys and girls in Kentucky.
Expires July 10
Offer
the tour that if you plan alfalfa,
State boy and girl champions will
each receive a $100 U. S. Savings
La. C. (DOC) ADAMS
•• la.
A
Bond. The top 4-H boy and girl in
i".IVIPayklollwo Iv
,.
•
the six Cooperative Extension Ser,,- .,„...sas-•%`
vice districts will each receive a
toon,,,,,`,,r,•
$50 Savings Bond. Certificates of
merit will go to the boy and girl
i....;;;: We"
')...
-•
champions in each county.
..5
LET'S SWIM I
The fourteen winners in the conme
,
f
Get in the swim! Everybody's
test and their parents will receive
all-expense-paid trips to Louisville getting a chest X-ray or a TuberUS 45-51 By Pass Hiohlands- Fulton
next February to attend the an- culin teat this year. Make an apnual Farm Awards Luncheon where pointment for yours today!
the prizes are presented.
All Kentucky 4-H Club members
who are fourteen years of age or
older and who have been in 4-H
Club work four years or longer, including this year, are eligible to
enter the contest. Previous state
winners of the contest are not eligible.
Winners in this contest will be
chosen on the basis of achievement
In 4-H Club projects, leadership, activities ,and citizenship development.
Complete information on the contest is available from county
agents, home demonstration agents,
and adult 4-H leaders, or by writing to the Public Service Department, The Courier-Journal, The
Louisville Times, and WHAS, Inc.,
Louisville, Kentucky, 40202.
i
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For Fine Liquors

The Directors, Officers and Employees of the
City National Bank take this opportunity to
say
"THANK YOU"
to our many customers who have made this
statement possible:

Letters To Editor
To the editor:
The financial benefits of the
Atomic Energy Commission located its new accelerator and laboratory in Kentucky have been much
discussed in the newspapers lately. The $20 million in revenue this
facility would provide is not to be
scoffed at.
However, I wonder if Kentuckians have been made aware of the
vast educational benefits that we
would get from locating this laboratory here. This would be the
largest accelerator in the world,
and would have a staff of more
than 2,000—a mongetam the world's
greatest brains in science and technology. The laboratory would make
Kentucky a mecca for visiting physicists and other scientists, and
would put Kentucky in the forefront of all new achievements in
the field.
Kentucky cannot afford to let this
chance for space-age education
slip by. I hope our officials who
are presenting Kentucky's bid for
the laboratory will present our case
well and expand every effort to locate this facility in Kentucky.
Sincerely,
J. C. Hudson

Condensed Statement Of The Condition Of

The City National Bank
FULTON, KENTUCKY
At the Close of Business, June 30, 1965
RESOURCES
Cash and Due From Banks
U. S. Government Bonds

$ 1,170,236.83

SERVICE
REPAIRS
Aeennas Installed

ROPER
TELEVISION
306 Main
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1,595,241.88

Municipal Bonds & Securities
Loans and Discounts
Overdrafts
Stock in Federal Reserve Bank

301,587.36
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2,232,067.84
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1,210.77
7,500.00

Banking House, Furniture & Fixtures & Parking Lot
Other Assets

107,203.02
85.13

TOTAL

$5,415,132.83
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Boys, Girls
Eligible For
$800 Prizes

Drastic restrictions on the use of
water in New York City have again
centered attention on the conservation of this natural resource.
Farmers, cooperating with their
conservation districts, are doing
many things to conserve water.
City and urban residents can do
likewise, it was stated this week by
Homer A. Taff, State Conservationist, U. S. Soil Conservation Service,
headquartered at Lexington.
"Conservation work done on
farms benefits not only the farmers themselves but also city and
urban people," Taff said. "Much
of the water they conserve ends up
in city reserveirs."
In watering lawns and gardens,
Taff -pointed out, urbanites can be
careful in applying no more water
than is needed.
"Water that's allowed to run
from gardens and lawns into the
street is wasted," Mr. Taff said.
"Likewise leaky faucets are extremely wasteful."
Gardeners can neip conserve
water by mulching vegetable rows,
flower and shrubs. The mulch material, such as peas moss, wood
chips and straw conserves water
by keeping the soil cool and retarding evaporation, Mr. Taff.pointed
out.
Other conservauon
measures
used on the farm can bi applied
to urban gardens in miniature, he
said.
Of interest to urban and city people are three publications: "Soil
Conservation At Home," "Water
Facts" and "Water and the Land."
Copies may be obtained at any
local Soil Conservation Service office, Hickman, Kentucky or by
writing to the SCS state office, 1409
Fortes Road, Lexington, Kentucky.

2,0041

a soil teat is a must, then top dress
each year. Boron and Calcium ate
two main factors in the production
of this forage. You need a high
quality, fine apiculture limestone
worked into the soil before seeding
alfalfa. Be on the lookout for trouble, yellowing of the top leaves
means you need boron, and as they
turn light in color, your calcium
has run low again. There are many
other facts to watch for, but these
are amoung the most important.
Mr. Holt tell us in Graves County
we have 200,000 acres that could
produce alfalfa without much trouble. He also states most every farm
has a field suitable for this crop.
If you do not need hay, it would be
a fine cash crop. Alfalfa ranks 3rd
In Kentucky surpassed by tobacco
and corn. Some counties have more
suitable land than others, but all
counties have alfalfa land.
According to tigures we received
on the tour, this crop will return
the farmer about $70 to $80 net profit per acre. Taking the $70 figure
and Graves County. If we could
get just half the 200,000 acres seeded to alfalfa this would mean a net
profit to the farmers of 7 million
dollars, and this is after expenses
are paid. This does not include the
increase in milk production for the
area due to the feeding of America's best hay crop, or the increased
profit from other livestock enterprises.
Think of the impact on the farm
machinery dealers, the increased
employment and general money
circulation it would create. You
speak of looking for new industry,
It is here, just help promote alfalfa
production.

Capital Stock

$ 120,000.00

Surplus

130,000.00

Undivided Profit

211,215.05

Unearned Interest

56,899.84

Reserves

65,887.97

Semi-Annual Dividend No. 126

7,200.00

DEPOSITS

4,823,929.97
TOTAL

$5,415,132.83
We Solicit Your Patronage On Our Record
MEMBER F. D.L C.
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was operated on June 1 and was in
the hospital three weeks. She is
now at home at 30845 Groesbeck
Highway, Fraser, Mich. Mrs. Fields by next May.
The weather here is awfully hot. used to write the Wingo news for
The Freedom Festival held with
Had a good rain Friday night. Cer- the Fulton papers.
Canada each Fourth of July is
tainly was glad to have it.
Francis (Scott) Phelps had minor worth coming to Detroit for. Over
surgery
June 29 and has recovered nine tons of fireworks are used,
It's a girl for Joe and Gracy Holand the Royal Canadian Mounted
land (Linda Grace). She weighed well.
Police put on an unforgettable
eight pounds twelve ounces and
Mrs. Blondell Holland from Fulwas born on Fathers Day, June 20. ton is here taking care of her new show with 32 jet black horses.
Saratoga Hospital has one entire
granddaughter while her daughter
The children in Vacation Bible
Gracy returns to the hospital for floor vacant-32 beds. Detroit is so
School had a picnic last Friday
short of nurses there are none to
with 45 attending. Everyone had a more checkups.
staff it.
good time and, as usual, ate too
Mrs. Marie Walters' sister, Mrs. Our
much. The church picnic was held Gleane Dotson, was operated on Thomps sympathy goes to Carl
on, formally of Kentucky,
on July 5 at Moore's Private Park. July 2 in Nashville Hospital.
on the death of his wife Lillian.
It was held jointly with Faith
Mrs. Alnelda Massey returned
The wedding shower for Miss
Church, and a good crowd was out
for breakfast at 7 am and stayed home from a 15-day vacation in Brenda Moehler will be at 7 pm
California. She was tired but hap- July 24 at 31529 Beaconsfield
all day.
Rd.,
PYRoseville, Mich. She is the daughMrs. Claudia Fields says thanks
A new elementary school is be- ter of Mrs. Grace Moehle; who livto all who sent cards and also ing built across from Mantzon
ed in Mayfield a few years ago.
thanks them for their prayers. She Campbell. It will be ready
for use
Rev. Nunn and his family wW be
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on vacation in Madisonville, and
Rev. Bledsoe will preach at our
Church Sunday morning. The evening service will be an old fashioned
song service. Everyone is invited.
Call me at 293-8161.

als-

Housepaint

SIMONS PAINT STORE
107 E. State Line

Phone 67

GLOBE CIRCLERE3--Round-the-world
tour of Dr. Kelly Thompson, president
of Western Kentucky State
College, Bowling Green, and Mrs. Thompson
as they stow luggage for drive to
starts
Nashville, where they boarded an airliner enroute to Honolulu, Japan, Hong Kong,
Jordan, Greece, Italy,.France, Holland,Philippines, Thailand, India, Lebanon,
England and Ireland. Thompson is
studying educational methods and
proble
sored by the U. S. Department's Agenc ms in other countries on the trip sponAmerican Association of Colleges for y for International Development and the
'reacher Education. In the Philippine*,
Thompson will work with a young educat
College this fall for a year's internship. or chosen to come to Western State

Mary Oliver Campbell
Mrs. Mary Oliver Campbell, 89,
widow of R. L. Campbell of Fulton,
died Saturday at the Haws Memorial Nursing Home after a long
Elijah W. Lee, father of Mrs. illness.
Kendred Winston of Dukedom, died
Survivors include two daughters,
at the Kennedy General Hospital in Mrs. Robert Holland of Fulton
and
U. S. FORCES, KOREA—Army
Memphis July 1. He was 89. Ser- Mrs. Dolly Mae Howald of Battle
PFC
Douglas L. Laster, son of Mr.
vices were held Friday at the W. W. Creek, Mich.; a son, Presley
CampJones and Sons Chapel in Martin, bell of Fulton; two sisters, Mrs. and Mrs. Chester C. Laster, Route
4, Hickman, Ky., was assigned to
and burial was in East Side Ceme- Lester Brown of Fulton, Mrs. R.
S. Battery A, id Battalion of the 1st
tery.
Bransford of Cayce; seven grand- Cavalry Division's 19th Artiller
y in
A retired N. C. & St. L Railroad children and nine great grandchil- Korea, June 8.
engineer, he was a member of the dren.
Laster's unit is situated north of
Church of Quiet in Martin and
She was a member of the First the Imjin River along the demililived at 467 McComb St.
Methodist Church.
taiized zone between Communist
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Services were held Monday at North Korea and South Korea. The
Elsie Lee of Martin; a son, Eugene the Hornbeak Funeral Home Chapel lit Cavalry Division is engaged in
Lee of Memphis; and two daugh- with the Rev. W T. Barnes and surveillance activities along the
ters, Mrs. Carl Flurry of Dennis, the Rev. Henry Hanna officiating. border to provide early warning of
Miss., and Mrs. Winston. He also She was buried in Ebenezer Ceme- any possible Communist buildup to
the north.
leaves a brother, Eugene Lee of tery.
Laster is also undergoing a rigid
Shreveport, La., and two sisters,
training program designed to keep
Mrs. Mattie Haywood of Marietta,
the unit combat ready.
Ga., and Mrs. W. W. Foster of
The 20-year-old soldier, a wirePompano Beach, Fla.
Pallbearers were William Higgs,
Mrs. Clara Williams Main of man in the battery, entered the
Herschel Maxey, Curtiss Belew. Harris Station, Widow of Will Mau- Army in January 1184 and was last
•Ben Rea, Buster Williams, and pin, died Monday morning at the stationed at Fort Henning, Ga.
Henry Allison.
Obion. County General Hospital. He is a 1964 graduate of Fulton
She was 77 and had been a patient County High School.
The Church is God's appointed agency in this world
In the Morris Nursing Home in
America in its early days depended on the
for spreading the knowledge of His love for man and
Rives for the peat three weeks.
U.
S.
FORCE
S,
VIETN
AM—
Services were held Tuesday at
of His demand for man to respond to that love by
"GOOD BOOK" for its guide in ethics, Worthe Harris Methodist Church with Army Specialist Four Tommy C.
Sharp,
loving
21,
his neighbor. Without this grounding in the
whom
wife, Laved*, and
Thomas Edward Cardwell of the Rev. John Bradley and the Rev.
ship, and pursuit of feedom. These early gains
Obion County died July 1 at the Jewel McGary officiating. Inter- parents, Mr. and Mrs. Roy B.
love of God, no government or society or way of life
Hillview Hospital at the age of 75. ment was in East View Cemetery. Sharp, live on Route 1, Hickman,
will long persevere and the freedoms which we hold
are now in danger of falling and we need to
He had been in ill health for sevShe leaves a sister, Mrs. B. M. Ky., was assigned to the U. S.
Army
Support
Comman
d,
Vietnam
,
eral years.
Batts of Fulton.
will
so
dear
inevitab
ly
perish.
Therefo
re,
even
from
June 9, as a microwave equipment
turn all America once again to God and His
Born in Henry County, Tess., he
a selfish point of view, one should support the Church
repairman.
spent most of his life in Obion
Specialist Sharp entered the
for the sake of the welfare of himself and his family.
word. America can be strong only when each
County and lived on Highway 51
Army in 1900 and was last stationbetween Fulton and Union City. He
ieyond that, however, every person should uphold
ed at Fort Huachuca, Ariz.
was a farmer and gravel truck
individual looks to God for strength.
William M Caldwell, husband of He attended Fulton County High
and participate in the Churdi bemuse it tells the truth
operator and was a member sad the former Odessa Moak
School.
of
Fulabout man's life, death and destiny; the truth which
deacon of the Johnson Grove Bap- ton, died Sunday in Lexingt
on. He
tist Church.
was 85 and had been ill for some
elone will set him free to live as a child of God.
1ST CAVALRY DIV., KOREA—
Funeral services were held Sat- time.
Army
PFC Douglas L. Laster, 19,
urday at the White-Ranson Funeral
He had served as legal counsel
Home in Union City with Rev. E. J. for the University of Kentucky son of Mr. and Mrs. Chester C.
Rushing and Rev. Don Hancock of- since 1960 and had taught at Fulton Laster, Route 4, Hickman, Ky.,
was assigned to the 1st Cavalry
ficiating. Burial was in Obion Coun- High School.
Division
in Korea, June 8.
ty Memorial Gardens.
Besides his wife, Mrs. Odessa
Laster, a wireman, was last staSurvivors include three daugh- Shankle Caldwell, he leaves two
ters, Mrs. William H. Polsgrove, sons, Morton and Tom Caldwell. tioned at Fort Benning, Ga. He enTHIS SERIES OP CHURCH ADS IS BEING PUBLI
SHED THROUGH THE COOPERATION OP 'THE LOCAL
Fulton Route 4; Mrs. Bobby Bar- He was the son-in-law of Mrs. tered the Army in January 1964
MINISTRRIAL
ASSOCIATION AND IS SPONSORED BY 'THE UNDER
and
complet
ed
basic
training
at
SIGNED INDIVIDUALS AND BUSINESS INSTITUTIONS
clay, RiceviLle; Mrs. Billy Joe Elizabeth Shankle of Fulton.
Fort Knox.
Roney, Mason Hall, Tenn.; a broLaster is a 1984 graduate of Fulther, W. H. Cardwell, Harris Staton County High School,
tion; and two sisters, Mrs. H. P.
William Ward. Livestock
Pruett and Mrs. Ora Sneed, Wyandotte, Mich.; five grandchildren, Richard
We buy and sell daily
WIESBADEN, Germany—Max W.
Blair Mobley, retired
and several nieces and nephews. 'Patton
County farmer, died Tues- Long, son of Mrs. Bernice H. Long
Morris St; S. Folten
Plumes 161 and 11
day at his home after an extended of Rt. 2, Martin Highway, South
Fulton,
Tenn.,
has
been promoted
illness. He was 76 and a member
of the Palestine MetRodist Church. to technical sergeant in the U. S.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Air Force at Wiesbaden AS, GerNina Byrn Mobley; a daughter, many.
A native of Fulton, John William Mrs. Homer
Sergeant Long is a budget superWeatherspoon; a
Boydson, died in Memphis June 28 grandson, Dan
visor in a unit that supports the
Weather
spoon
of
at the age of 92. Burial was in the Fulton
Route One, four sisters, Air Force Logistics Command misHarmony Church Cemetery near Mrs. L. L. McDowe
ll and Mrs. W.S. sion of providing Air Force operaFulton July 3. He had been mak- Scholes
Bartlett
of
, Tenn., Mrs. tional units with supplies, equiping his home in Memphis with his Jim Jackson
of Detroit, and Mrs. ment and maintenance seryicea.
stepson Albert R. Wesson.
The sergeant, a graduate of
M. E. Weatherford of Clinton.
Active pallbearers were members
South Fulton High &hal, attended
of the Roberts Masonic Lodge, of
Bruce Business College, Martin,
which he had been a member since
Tenn. His wife, Margaret, is the
1904.
daughter of Mrs. Ann Guthrie of
Survivors include three stepsons,
1302 Vine St., Fulton, Ky.
Services were held in Clinton
Coy L. Wesson, Charles T. Weston
of Chicago, and Albert R. Wesson Friday for Miss Elsie Gwynn, 56, of
NORTHAMPTON,
n g la n d of Memphis; and two step-daugh- Fulton Route 1. The Rev. J. F. Mc- Technical Sergean
t Billy J. Yates,
ters, Mrs. Vern Fortin of Chicago Minn officiated, and burial was in son of Mrs.,
Edgin of U00
and Mrs. Frank Leberto of Mem- Mt. Moriah Cemetery. She died Washington St., Hickma
n, Ky., has
July 1 at the Fulton Hospital.
phis.
arrived for duty
She is survived by her parents, Station, England at Creugbton RAF
.
Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Gwynn • of Sergean
E. W. James & Sou Supermarkets
Yates,
t
a radio equipRoute 1.
ment repairman, previously served
HIckmen, KY.
Union City, Tenn.
at Otis ATM, Mass. His new unit is
part of the Air Force CommunicaSouth Putiten, Tenn.
Word has been received of the
tions Service which maintai
sudden death of Mrs. A. B. Ed- Cough too much? Short of munications for control ns comof global
wards of Dyersburg. No details breath? These could be signs of a Air Force operations.
were learned.
respiratory disease such as Tuber- The sergeant is a graduate of
She was the aunt of Mrs. Lela culosis, Emphysema or chronic Hickman High School.
Stubblefield and formerly lived in Bronchitis. The Kentucky TB and
His wife, Catherine, is the daughthe South Fulton E. She 111110 Respiratory Disease Association ter of Mr. and
Mrs. Arthur 14. HowleaVeia a daughter, Mrs. Hal Rum- urges you to see your doctor if
you ard of 407 N. Masons Ave., Anmell of Dyersburg.
have these symptoms.
drews, S. C.

Richard Blair Mobley
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this summer in Kentucky.
• "Home is the Hunt.er", an historical drama of pioneer life in
Kentucky, begins its third season
Jane 26 at Pioneer Memorial State
Park, Harrodsburg. It will run at
8:30 nightly except Monday,
through September 4.

•"The Ste** Foster Story," a launches its U-week season of
rollicking musical based on the plays June 34 with the opening production at ''The Wednesday Profamous composer s me opens for
its seventh season June 19 at My blem." The Playhouse's dramas,
Old Kentucky Home State Park,
Bardstown. It plays at 8:30 nightly
except Monday, through September
3 with Sunday matinee at 3:30.
Both Sunday performances are free
to children under 12.
•"Pioneer Playhouse, Danville,

T

work, riding, an obstacle course,
and a nature trail will be included.

Cab Day Activities
Set Al Scent Cusp

The day will and with a barbeque
supper and campfire. The fee is

USE

0.50 per person, and parents are
invited. Reservations must be made
with den mothers or Cubmaster
Robert Rudolph no later than Saturday. •

melodramas and and comedies are
presented at 8:30 nightly except
Fulton Cub Scouts will particiWednesday and run through Sep- pate in the annual Cub Days activitember 6.
ties at the Boy Scout Reservation
"The Book of Job" is presented on Kentucky Lake July 28. Archery,
at 8:30 nightly, except Sunday. rifle shooting, boating, swimming,
through August 31.
hand craft, knot tying, compau
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REYNARD THE FOX is the star of Kentucky's newest outdoor drama, to be presented this summer at
Kenlake State Park's amphitheatre. The humorous
fable, portraying the frailities of man, has an "all
animal" cast, decked out in colorful, surrealistic
makeup and costuming that makes the characters
come alive in the show. "Reynard the Fox" will be
presented at 8:30 nightly, except Sunday from July 1
through August 31, at the park near Hardin. It will
be produced by Orlin and Irene Corey,the couple who
combined their talents to produce'The Book of Job"
—the outdoor drama at Pine Mountain State Park,
which starts its seventh season this summer.

Catallp
Spur

Kentucky Has Opening For Dog
Law Agent, Human Rights Aides
The Kentucky Department of
-'ersonnel is seeking a dog law
!gent to nu a Department of Agriulture vacancy in Western Kenucky. The position requires a high
-chool education and pays a befinning salary of $293 monthly.
Under supervision, the agent aslists in administering the Kentucky
log law, and does related work as
7equired.
Two years previous experience
vith frequent public contacts is rewired. Applicants should also have
nme concept of livestock market
,•alues. Progressively responsible
.xperienee may be substituted for
he high school training on a yearor-year basis.
A written examination is required
'or the Merit System position.
The Department of Personnel is
ilso seeking two human rights rep-esentatives to work in Frankfort
vith the Kentucky Commission on
'Inman Rights. One position pays

SUNSET DRIVE-IN
THEATRE
Between Martin & Union City
Tuesday - Wednesday, July 6-7
Double Feature
Starts at 8:07
James Bend
GOLDFINGER
Starts at 1015
Richard Egan-Dorothy McGuire
A SUMMER PLACE
Thursday - Friday, July 8-9
Double Feature
Starts at 8:07
David Neven-Peter Sellers
PINK PANTHER
Starts at 10:10
James Bend - Gina Lollobrigida
WOMAN OF STRAW
Saturday, July 10
Triple Feature
Starts at 8:07
John Wayne-Maureen O'Hara
McLINTOCK
Starts at 10:24
Shelley Winters - Jane Fonda
THE CHAPMAN REPORT
Starts at 12:29
FIRST MAN IN THE MOON
Sun. - Mon., July 11-12
Double Feature
Starts at 8:07
Webb Pierce - Marty Robbins
TENNESSEE JAMBOREE
Starts at 9:43
Tina Louise - Bob Denver
FOR THOSE THINK YOUNG

$501 monthly and requires two
years experience. The senior human rights representative position
pays $556 monthly with three years
experience needed. A bachelor's
degree is required for both positions.
Experience must be in the field
of research, administration, community organisation or social work.
Graduate schooling may be substituted for the experience on a
year-for-year basis. A written examination is required and the positions are covered by the Kentucky
Merit System.
Applications for all tnree positions must be submitted to the Division of Recruitment and Examinations, Kentucky Department of
Persotmel, Capitol Annex, Frankfort, Ky., by Friday, July 16. Qualified applicants will be notified of
the exact time and place of the
examinations.
Application forms are available
direct from the Department of Personnel in Frankfort, at local offices
of the Kentucky Employment Service, and at most courthouses.

Civil Service
HasPosition
In Lexington
The Board of U. S. Civil Service
Examiners for the U. S. Public
Health Service Hospital, Lexington,
Kentucky, announced today that
applications will be accepted from
persons interested in employment
at the U. S. Public Health Service
Hospital, Lexington, Kentucky, or
at other Federal agencies in the
State of Kentucky, for the following positions:
Medical Technologist GS-5/7
GS-5, $5000 a year
GS-7, $6050 a year
application
and
Information
forms may be obtained from the
Executive Secretary, Board of
U. S. Civil Service Examiners,
U. S. Public Health Service Hospital, Lexington, Kentucky 40501,
or at any post office in which this
announcement is posted.
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NEW YORK - More than twothirds of the United States 1,600
life insurance companies have been
organized since World War U. Half
are less than 12 years old.

WHITNEL FUNERAL NOME
Fulton, Ky.
408 Eddings St.
Our New Number 11 472-2332
An easy way to remember it: Just remember
"23" and then "23" in reverse.. . or repeated backwards: 23-32.
Perking area behind Funeral Immo. Drive In Om driveway
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USE VACATION TO LEARN MUSIC

I
t
_i

Summer vacation is prime time
for launching junior on • musical
bent.
It's a time of the year when
children are looking for new fields
to conquer. It's the perfect time for
parents to put their offspring on
the path to music.
It's important to select an instrument that's both fun and provides
children with a quick sense of
achievement. Achievement is the
key, according to experts front the
Hammond Organ Company. If
there's one thing jussior's set lacks,
it's patience. The organ is the perfect answer since the youngster can
actually be playing simple tunes
after just a few lemons.
"Children have an inborn love
for music and rhythm," says Mildred Alexander, teaching consultant, Hammond Organ Company,
but it's up to the parents to bring
out the talent. "During the school
years, there are too many activities
vying for a youngster's attention,
sod they automatically pick those
they fed will be the most fun. With

AS ADVERTISED IN THE FULTON NEWS

such a premium on time—sandlot
football will beat out music every
time," she says.
"The secret is to introduce the
children to music when they have
plenty of time. Once they start to
pity, if they find it easy and re-

THURSDAY,JULY 8, 1965

warding, they won't stop. Music is
a habit once learned that's hard to
abandon."
Hammond offers several, good
reasons for choosing an organ to
start junior's musical education. Today's modern electric organs are
easy to learn to play, provide almost
instant satisfaction, and offer great
total variety enabling students to
experiment and create new sounds.
Add to this the fact that the organ
is always prominently displayed in
a home where it fairly "beckons" to
a youngster's musical appetites.

Subscribe To The New,;
$1.00 for 6 months

Week - End Specials
FRIDAY - SATURDAY
These views inside Southern Bell's new building give some idea
will help give Twin-Cities' phone subscribers one of the world's of the half-million dollars of equipment that
most
by at the hank of switches is J. W.Sublettc Testing out anothei part modern telephone systems. Shown standof the equipment is Billy McCollum.

SUPER
VALUES
YOUR V SiCir-J

evi LUSTRE CREME
HAIR SPRAY

99fisizE540
37
Terrific Savings

COTTON BALLS
27S COUNT

SOFT, FLUFFY.
MANY

r

Pita
Our Loss Your Gain

ICE CREAM SCOOP

044. 440

RATCHET LEVER RELEASE Hot Weather scoop

FLANNEL BACK

s

TABLE COVER
SOFT PLIABLE
MOULDS TO YOUR
TABLE
SrxTO" SIZE
ASST. PATTERNS

Reg. $2.49

GELLErrE RIGHT GUARD

%

The Family Deodorant

79ci I 5

GIANT PLASTIC DECANTER
NON SLIP GRIP

5

NARROW
SPACE SAVER
AIR TIGHT
SEAL

REG. 9k

Va GALLON
SIZE

FIASTIC FOAM SACK

PLACE MATS
ASST. COMPS
OF
CHICKS, DAMASK'S
AND PRINTS •
1r x
WONT SUP
IASY TO CLIAN

5,000 Seek'New Chance'
After Watching TV Show
Washington—"Can you help
me?"
The girl from Poughkeepsie,
N.Y., wrote that she had just
graduated from high school
"which is apparently meaningless" because the could not
find a job.
"I would like help from
some source, namely 'New
Mince; to better myself. I
am willing to go to all extremes." A• wrote.
This hcoed lof 5,000 letters
from yosmg people la prisons,
colleges, cities, farms, and
slums across the country who
wrote to "New Chance" in response to Monday night's showing of a rock ka' roil show
promoting the Job Corps.
'Whet's Happening'
The telecskt, called "It's
What's Happening, Baby," was
used by the Office of Economic
Opportunity to reach underprivileged teenegers and
young aduRa.
The program provoked an
"unpendieled response from
people we've never been able
to reach before," William F.
Madded, assistant director and
Inspector general of the BOA,
said.
Earlier In the week the rock
'n' roll show was attacked in
the Senate as "decedent," "debauched," and useful to the
communists by Sen. Gordon
Allott, R-Colo.
Minority Leader Everett M.
Dlitsen added that many of
his colleagues were "almost incandescent" in their criticism
of the 0E0-sponsored program.
Thanks Received
soMany correspondents
thanked "New Chance," as the
0E0 called its antipoverty organizations, for its interest in
their problems.
"I have been watching your
promgram (sic)," one young
mother wrote. "I think it was
swell. It's just what teenagers
needed. Now about my promble. . . I am now seventeen
(and have been married for almost two years). My husband
got as far as sixth grade. He
got in to trouble. He was
thirteen.

Afier-t.he-4thSpecial

"It wasn't his taught His
partans threw him out He
twenty-three now. So can he
hold a good paying job?
Either you need a high-school
education or never been in
trouble. And how in God name
can you pay bills or live
decent I think it's *MIL They
should give them ,a chance.
I no it is hard, *ming one
job emir anotheir.-"Iseir- fair
girls that I went to school
In trouble the same way. All
we ask is for our husband
too have good job."
A 16-year-old girl asked "If
I could get a job until school
open because my mother is
not able to give me all that
I need for school. I need to
work to get cloths to go back
to school. Thank you."
A university student in
Richmond, Va., needed a
summer job to return to
college in the fall.
A mother of twenty, `nineteen alive," said the crops on
the form would not feed her
family. She asked help finding work.
A girl who dropped out of
school pregnant suggested that
"New chance" start a program
for unwed mothers who need
jobs and education "so we can
bring up our children."
Many others sought to return to high school, or to find
a summer job so they could
return to school in the fall.
More fortunate teenagers sent
offers of assistance. Both
groups offered ideas about how
antipoverty programs could
best be organized.
Haddad said all the letters
would be answered by 0E0
volunteers. Several ideas
culled from the letters were
considered at a staff conferenee- Friday morning by
Sargent Shriver, director of
the 0E0.

First Rail Line
Gives Way To Bus
Lim, Austria—Bus service
has at last replaced continental
Europe's first rail line. When
the service was started 138
years ago the cars were horsedrawn. The route is from Lint
on the Danube to Budweis,

5 - 10 - 25c STORE

Moun.I. .l. . a. . .w. . .

rail

VIIILLV IMMLIIIIIIIMMIIIMIII%

Div* a woo big hoof 'n Who
foe a testy both of Hot
flooliw-loo, eemtlinuatTle
MOUNTAIN DEW at yen foVelf
store tight loom ...y1 Won
Yowl Iwo k, mins,'mum
Ws dovnvright doololi-uoill

Montevideo, Uruguay—More
than 500 sailors of the German
pocket battleship Graf Spin,
scuttled off Montevideo 25
years ago, those to live in
South Americ'.

It's DIE-1.111H

-USH I
tome° BY PUSS-COLA sorruse cos
FULTON. OM

COME AND VISIT

The 9/Mobile Redemption Center
MINI VII
=I-- .

171111==1-

41

day and Saturday
July 9th--July leth

See the display of
DISTINGUISHED
MERCHANDISE
available with

4,(GREEN STAMPS

—ON OUR PARKING LOT

Piggly Wiggl

South Fulton,Tenn.

AMERICA'S MOST VALUABLE STAMPS

Lriaw

6 and 12-volt

Battery Charge
Save $11.00

453

90

BALDRIDGE'S

IIMS 6
4111111••••IIIL

SA'YOR
(
VlitvedrEEPERlet

German Sailors Stayed
School Clothes Needed

Weaving in and out of traffic
is a dangerous 'practice, especially during rush hours on
two- and three-lane highways.
Stay in your lane. If you pass,
be sure the road is clear before you shift lanes. In rush
hours, you get to your destination just as fast by staying in
one lane, and keeping up with
traffic.

- be casual...but be WELL-GROOMED
Casual wear is comfortable—but shosdi be correct! There is
no reason you can't dress casually, yet still be crisp,claw and
casually well groomed. This"casual luxury" can be yaws with
MIRACLE FINISH
PROCESS

Regularly $25.95

$14.95
°vomits chargers, $4.9

THE EXCLUSIVE PROCESS THAT RESTORES
"STORE FRESH" NEWNESS TO WEARY FABRICS!

PHONE 472-1700

LAUNDRY AND CLEANERS. INC.
218 East State Line, Fulton, Ky.
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Skimmers

Use autstandim egresses
booked
the new OS-malice MO-liketa Coliseum. The
TOOM11111•0 Inds Foil show,
with an all-star cast at television performers, is achedulsd for a 3-day run starting
on Sept. $0.
The World's Champion**
Rodeo, featuring Hickaal Landon, "Little Joe" of the taprated television aeries,"Rsanent." will open im Pair on

Hovercraft Plan
Oiannel Service
MeeIdiots — Two thsilleh
shining companies, the Owediah
r ien Line satSaab*
Lloyd: plan to epee Slags
service agrees the Mena*
Channel, starting In the ON*
mar
withme* and
travel on an air aside&
Two Wentlead areesielit,
each seessesedating N
will be emit at int
the
WI* te
be using eraft that will bold
either MO passengers Ned $4
cars or 500 passengers.
The hovercraft are to skim
from Ressgste, England. to
Calais, Prance, in 23 to 30
minutes; the regular channel
steamers take about Mil hours.

ELIZABETH'S

Ma

EXCHANGE
FURNITURE CO.
411111111=1=11111113M2213=301311

Main S±r.ad

TENNIS/32E ERNIE

FREE FURNACE INSPECTION

"The Old Pea Picker" In
person, Tentless** Ernie Ford,
will make his first perusal appearance In MemphisStringthe
1965 Mid-South Pair as one of
_

BY TRAINED HEATING EXPERTS

SMALLMAN SHEET METAL

FULTON,

GIGANTICi

roan

To Be Starred
At MidSouth fair

Subscribe To The News
$1.00 for 6 months

FURNACE SERVICE, REPAIRS — GAS, OIL, COAL
Free estimate on cest of installing a new Lennox Gas
Furnace, Air Conditioner, All Electric Hoot-Painp-Electric
Furnaces.
CALL COLLECT

Sept. 14. Appearing with the
Rodeo will he Obe Royal Ceeadian liausted Pollee UMW
Ride, making their that tour ot
Southern Mates. The Lawrence
Walk Rho, wins the eniireeilevision oast wm mows Inle ihe
Colleges on ISA SS and 111
for fair esrainiseose.
The 1111161110.111 Fair oloos
on Friday, Set. Me eel rune
through Oct. 2.

James Bend (Soon Coressery) protects the 'charming
Daniel*
Bianchi in "From Russia With Lou.," which is shown in
the twin
action_ bill with "Dr, No." another '097'
yarn, at the Fulton
Theatre. Starting Sunday for a 7-day run.

S‘
k
-V

For The

and

Drastic Reductions
On All Merchandise

CLEANEST

Our prices are right Marked to Sell in ardor to shako

PHONE 472-1,12

BEST
GUARDS
RETIRED KII...1TARY
GU A RDM AMC. INC.
Full Nino; uniform and
equipment ternished; time
a MR for evertime. Premium
Pay; opportunity for rapid a
vancement. Must be $ ft W'
ever, 35 to 55 years of ago, high
school graduate. PWaso advi
whelbsr you may relocate.

room for Fall and Winter Stocks.

USED FURNITURE

ONE,RACK DRESSES $5 and $11
BE SURE TO SEE OUR

buy it at

BARGAIN TABLE

EXCHANGE
Furniture Company

SEND RESUME to BOX 1199
MEMPHIS, TENN.

•

Deers Open 11:24 A. M. — AU Wes Cash — No Refers

P. N. HIRSCH & CO.

win

LISTERINE

SEALY FIRM

GOLDEN
SLEEPER
95

!St Size!

eleltssilin
eolon
rse
nre...eo
de
r

tarts19122
...for fast reliif from
headache, muscular pains,
fever of a cold

roll or
ion alai
imam Sr
box spin

NOW
ONLY

fit

ANTISEPTIC

14 04.

AQUA NET'

Compare the firmness, comfort, value for
your money! Look at the features:
• Heavy woven stripe cover with gold lures
•Smooth, smooth button-free sleeping surface
• Exclusive Edge Cards° end sagging edges
• Dire Flange keeps surface smooth, firm

m
ASVINs

NI

pm

2.00 SIZE

LILT

HAIR
SPRAY
by

Rayette
JUMBO

1.00 Size

Never "sale-priced" but always the

1.00 KING SIZE

at.

89c

RIGHT
GUARD

SIZE

COLGATE
or CREST
Toothpaste

SWALY POSTUREPEDIC
.
Designed in cooperation with leading orthopedic surgeons
to give you firm support. Wonderfully luxurious too, in your
choice of comfort: extra firm or gently firm. Try one!

I

or
sUe

Full
tel.

needling toondatkin sane price

FULTON HARDWARE & FURNITURE CO.
200 LIME STREET-- —

PHONE 472-1101

EASY
CREDIT
TERMS

P.N.HIRSCH &
301
South Fulton

OPrIFAt"
m•fL
Sat.

9 99

Tues. -Ted

COBroadwy

Is
TVs:

11111Mblitai

a
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BEANS

2 1/2 NUE CAN

5.s1.00
.
8 $1.00
49c
2LB- B0x79c

LIMA BEANS
LIVJ'S TEA
VELyEpAcSHEESE
FOltPLE PLUMS
4um $1.00
TOM:AT9 JUICE esoz 3—$1.00
FRUIT COCKTAIL
.OO
Oreiniirthern Beans 4-39c
HILOP CHEESE
• 69c
COrlient CHEESE
2 49c

e:;.

0. :0: 14 1,10,• * ••

Come give THRIFT a UFT where every shoff, case and section
is FILLED with
LOW PRICES — on every item, every day of the weak. You
betl Our daily
STOREW1DE LOW PRICES are the BEST FRIEND your budget
ever hod — and
our top quality foods will give your family the BEST TASTI
NG meals of 0111 TRY
USI Buy ALL your food needs here — and it will be immedi
ately clear — SAVINGS is another name for E. W. James & Son.

DON'T FORGET
YOUR NO. 4 COUPON
THIS WEEK.

1/2 LB.

R°X

GOOD FOR

REELFOOT FANCY BABY BEEF

300 FREE
CHU
CK
ROA
ST 39' CUT ROAST
OUALITY
STAMPS ARM ROAST* & 55c RIB STEAKS

VIM

.
.
•

4.*

FRESH

SLICED BACON

PORK PICNICS

49c
69c

59$ 39;

fititfEAreoz.zt -39c. SAUSAGE...msemi •J$ 39c
BOSTON BUTTS 49c PORK STEAK 59c
PORK CUTLETS 79'
THURSDAY
July 8 Thru
33c
BRE
AST
GIS
SAR
DS
Wednesday, July 14
•LEGS & TRIGHSk 49c LIVERS
* 89c
bititilED VINEGAR 29' SUGAR
10es- 99c
t PEANUT BUTTER
69c ICE MILK 3
•$1.00
Crushed fornostapple5.—sr ti
2
1-WAYlik JELLY 31614.00
PINIAIRE JUICE 3:89c
PICKLES • wri39c
*.59c
FROZENcATFISH
C
UNSu 31w 1.00
COROpRogli COB 4 39c SANTA ROSA PLUMS
19c
59c NECTARINES
ilft PATTIES
61w 29c
CARNATION MILK 3.45c SHELLED PEAS
49c
Oil COFFEE
INSTANT COFFEE
69'
iftiov FOOD
5 bk. 39c
3 69c

Geisha Sliced

min PORK

PINEAPPLE
5

NO. 2 SIZE CAN

k

KREY /AELLO

rUL

VALUES
CALr"--C

lb

nuisa LUX MESE

* • •* • • • ••'• • • ••

k
4411.P0* 411111.111.1w 14111111114, 4•111111114. 4411111.4
j
WE HAVE CORN FED HEAVY
.
4.-"" U.a. CHOICE GRADE A.

r

•

NIS AD GOOD FROM

•
•

k

CHICKEN PARTS

CANS$1 00

•

*

k

•.
•1
•••• Iv • • • •• • •••
•

HUMKO

COOKING OIL
24 Oz. Size

(Limit I Please)
BOTTLE

MIA An Additional $5.00 Purchase.
Encluding 'Tobacco A Milk Products.

4

LITTLE

•

ANDY

3.1)14 jAR

(Limit 2 Lb. Please)

IJD

ae

CAT FOOD

990

GRAPES".

EACH

B°X

WEST PACE FROZEN

1 8E2DLZ815

15 OZ.

FRESH

6 07...

jAR

STORE HOURS: Monday Thru Saturday
8:00 A. M. To 800 P. M.

SIO
RTENING
R

5
0
SUPERMARKET

EgYijAME 5

k le

• • • •• • •
•
•
111

.LB,

CALUiteglA

75c

16 OZ. CAN

•

LBS

With An Additional $5.00 Purchase.
Excluding Tobacco di Milk Products.

EARS

.STRONHEART

11

/
1
2GALI"48

CAll

iiiiii8ADE PIES

0LE0

0 • )11

WE CASH
PA YROLL
CHECKS

•• '111.••••• •• •• • •
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laller Shelters
Mew York — New liquefied
gages will saaintaie apses gyrerages and ether gear at 452
below arm ao sear
te sere" that rubber
smashes like glass.

re camping because dm lids have
a 41 asp eposisig, alitasaties dr
weed ler a mn opener.
Quite a variety of tasty *de
dishes may be created tram canned
meats, too. Here are a few imgee.'

Add Zip to Your Camping Trip
Summer is the season for millions
of Americans to take to the fresh
outdoors for leisurely camping,
boatiag, hiking or just a simple
day's excursion to the beads.
A picnic meal for a day's owing
is relativelyapiy, but packing food
for several days becomes somewhat
more involved. A few minutes speet
ist advance planning and wise shop-

t=

Scapa* Prattle Christ
Admit — listans at asrgleel
Ned in Greece
WM yeas MOO C3nial have
hem Onod. Wirempa mad trephines (eylindrieal saws) have
aa equally ancient history.

ping can save you *such time and
trouble later.
Make a list of the foods and

utensils you will need for each meal
You may or may not need a port-

able grill or camp stove, depending
upon what will be available at your
camp sites.
Try to keep all equipment at •
minimum. Its best if everything
is unbreakable, and make sure containers for such things as salt and
pepper have tight lids.
Even if you have a toteable cooler,
foods that require refrigeration
should be kept at a minimum. This
is where canned foods, such as
meats, vegetables and • beverage*,
come in quite handy.
Now several of the canned meats

dons.
greinsida burgers: Cut the cm-

tents of a can of Armour sensed

beef hash into 4 dims. bow* Oak
rounds with 4 slices of lIssmoda
onion In butter or norgaries; es

heat in aluminum foil oil pia Sam
with musrard en warm bees. Or
serve with cheese slices.
Chili Hot Dog*: Grill 8 frankfurters. Combine 1 cm chili, 1 ma
totoro•poste and) inimpoon maitard. Heat and wen over banks

DRASTIC REDUCTION AT

FACTORY OUTLET
STORES

11144 Fabians iN V-II Straight
1%4 Galante $0 V.5 Sty
1%4 Galante OS V-S Automatic
Hardtop
1%3 Golaxio WA, full Power
and air, 13,111 miles
NO Chevrolet impala Hardtop
Slack - V-1
1113 Chevy II Neva Wagon
11,1151 miles
1%3 Falcon Sedan-1 owner
1%2 Galante $0O Sedan V-5,
Automatic
1%1 Galenist $O Hardtop A
Straight
1112 Fent IP-passenger we
extra clean
1111 Ford Goiania Sirdan
12511 Ford Galante Sedan,
owner
ON Ford Galante Sedan.
1 owner
VW Sikh Lashes 1 owner
(4) 1159 Feld Sedans — all 1
mow ems and clean
(2) NO Plyineethe - Sedan
and risen wager
(1) 1555 Chevrolet Impala
Hardtop-MS-straight
1157 Chevrolet Berk Sodenlike new, power and elr
110) OWN le SOUS cars

(FULTON, MAYFIELD, PAMICAL

BIG JULY WAREHOUSE
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rind Yourself in the Ball Park Having Fun

(°)11

Beth photos above were taken by Doss Hancock during
the recent Cob Sc.'. Casinseree. Sot the MOO
Vet
pealed almost daily in the many ball perks in
the area. fan you Gild Voliwoot1 afvfoll
iir•
OWN
'
Wols
Perk
abeve ...if se you'll cane free bast **you
r next time
at bat.
Ite.

•

Ho* to Maker
A Picfure Grouping
Picture groupings an serve
many purposes. They can focus
attention on one specific area of a
room, highlight a
piece of
furniture, or introduce a needed
color accent.
The choice and placesesst of a
grouping of framed pict9es should
relate to the available 4a11 space,
the lines of furniture bneatb it,
and also follow the rube of good
-balance.
According to the Pi ture and
Frame Institute the fir4t step in
*composing a picture graping is to
mark off an area on th4 floor approxim4tely the same se as the
wall space where the grouping will
hang.
This is where you wig do your
initial trial and error work before
punching holes in the wasFor a large grouping begin with
one important or key picture and
build your arrangement
to round it.
The key picture may
in the
middle, top, or bot
of the
grouping.
Don't spread the pictutes too far
apart. A narrower space between
pictures will tend to give the grouping a cohesive feeling rather than
a flyaway effect.
If possible, try to keep the bottom line of the grouping even. Aim
for balance so that the eye will
flow smoothly from one picture to

They're
ironing while
they're drying TM
Finer, new

SUPER

3arix*
PLAIN WEAVE

Slacks by

with
FaraPress.
r

Never

IMO OMB

MIMI MIN

f--

another. If your vision is continually drawn to one side of the
grouping, rearrange the pictures for
better balance. .

SALE MIME

$35.00

REGULARS — LONG — SHORTS — STOUTS
SIZES 34 to 54

ONE SPECIAL GROUP
NEWS OLIO SIM

$22.50

Sport Coats
Tropical and regular weights
Mil NNW

Nina MIN 11111•11

Reg. $35.00

SALE PRICE

$19.95

SLACKS
Regular Weights and Tropical*...Regular Price — $15.9

trf WV.On&
UlIkt ON
"
, Cloarmisl,
14•Vy• Perk 011va
Warts 31" to 18"
Lengths 311" to SC'
Colons

5

ONLY 97(

$698

PLUS 50c Handling Charge. All ages over 3
hs ,
I photographed.Groups $2.00 Per Each Extra mont
Pers
on
I
—Limit One Special Per Persou Two Per Family

KASNOWS
.4,411 - 32

REGULAR an asd $71.11

$32.50 and

Sisp- Look - Listen!
PORTRAIT
I
SPECIAL
11 x 14 BUST I

Sturdy, finely woven
Super Foam ,keep their
crisp neat looks after
repeated wear and
washing. Creases ore
permanent. They won't
wrinkle, wilt or muss.
Traditional Ivy styling

••••

I LORENE'S SHOP In Hickman I.
MONDAY, JULY 12 (One Day Only)
HOURS 10 A. M. to 5. P. M.

LAKE STREET

j.

Photograpi— By Thompson of Madison
es= —.em

me sum mom dawn mum

ONE PAIR _ _ _ $9.95

2 PAM $18.00
ENTIRE STOCK
STRAW BATS
/ 20% Off

[

SPECIAL GROUP
MENS SHORT SLEEVE

SPORT mum
20% Off

Page 5
would be advisable, however, to
check in advance as to exact
dates. Any railroad labor official,
railroad supervisor or station
agent will have schedules show-,
lag exact dates. Also, inquiries of
any kind can be directed to the
Board's office located at I34 Collinsville Avenue in East fit. Louis.
- -- • - •• ••-

have
Wag the

tY Picnic
▪ canned
✓ awes-

the osie✓ eased
Rye bomb
amoivails
irk* at
rill. Servs
mew Or

It was announced today by
Courtney G. Clower, District
Manager of the East St. Louis,
Ithnois office of the U. S. Railroad Retirement Board, that effective July 1 his office will service nine counties in Western
Kentucky. The counties are Liv-

The Railroad Retirement Board
administers the Railroad Retirement Act which provides annuities to retired or disabled railroad employees and death benefits to their survivors. The Board
also administers the Railroad Unemployment Insurance Act which
pays unemployment and sickness
benefits to railroaders while they
are unemployed or are off work
due to temporary illnesses.

'FIRE(
4).11VE ELEPH
•

of Johns Hopkins University at
Baltimore. Maryland.

Mr. Cower is no strangest to
Western Kanterky. Baton samaing the district ameapirship at
East St. Louis in UM he had an
office at the I. C. Administration
Buikling in Paducah. His pon,
Courtney Jr., who attended dr
Andrew Jackson school in Mew
.wood, is now on the medical keg

VACATION TIME

mown, Marshall, Calloway,
Graves, McCracken, Ballard. Fulton, Hickman and Carlisle. These
counties have been serviced by
the Louisville, Kentucky district
office since about 1942. Previous
to that time they were in the
East St. Louis district.

ON OUR PAR MG LOT
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dates. Daring the month at 31d9
a represeataitv• of the Board will
be at the Kasha:14r Stake Employment Service Office, 418 South
Sixth Street, Paducah on the first
and thircrWednasdays. In August
he will be at that office on the
second and fourth Wednesdays.

ALL SUMMER DRESSES
REDUCED TO CLEAR
TODDLERS - GIRLS - TEENS
GIRLS

SHORTS
SHORTS
Reduced

Normally tab schedule will be
followed thereink. Mr. Ciower
stqapests, harmer, that anyone
wishing to see the representative
check for exact dates with the
K.S.E.S. A Board representative
wM also be at the General Foremen's Office, Round House, Illinois Central Railroad at Mks
on July 21. Thereafter, he will
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